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Gazsi Dénes 

Az arab nyelvi elemek osztályozása Sa di m veiben – 

Szóösszetételek és igei frázisok 

DOKTORI TÉZISEK 

A perzsa a világ azon nyelvei közé tartozik, melyek szókincsállományát évszázados 

fejl désük során egy másik nyelv - jelen esetben az arab - nagymértékben befolyásolta. A 

perzsa vonatkozásában ez a folyamat az i.sz. 7. században meginduló új vallás, az iszlám 

hódításaival kezd dött, amikor az Arábiai-félszigetr l kirajzó addigi nomád arabok egy új 

vallás zászlaja alatt kívánták egyesíteni a Közel-Kelet, majd a Közép-Kelet és Észak-Afrika 

népeit. A térségben a mélyreható változások azáltal indultak meg, hogy az arab vált az 

uralkodó osztály, az iszlám, a közigazgatás, s t szélesebb értelemben a tudomány és az 

irodalom hivatalos nyelvévé is. A meghódított népek, köztük az iráni etnikumúak is, a 

megújult társadalmi, kulturális, vallási és politikai elvárásoknak eleget téve elkezdtek hódítóik 

nyelvével ismerkedni. Az arab és az iráni népek kulturális kölcsönhatása a hódítást követ

két-három évszázadban óriási jelent ségre tett szert, az arabul íródott szépirodalom és 

tudományok legjelesebb m vel i közt sokan iráni gyökerekkel rendelkeztek. Az újperzsa 

nyelv kialakulásának folyamatában még számos kérdés áll tisztázatlanul, annyi azonban 

bizonyos, hogy az arab kormányzat alá tartozó területek keleti perifériáján, Horâsân 

tartományban jöhetett létre, körülbelül a 9. század folyamán. Az arab lexikai elemek már e 

korai id pontban megkezdték beszivárgásukat a még fiatal újperzsa nyelvbe, ezáltal töltve be 

a hódítások után keletkezett rt a középperzsa adminisztráció elt nése és egy mer ben új 

gazdasági, kulturális és társadalmi élet születése között. A rákövetkez  évszázadokban semmi 

sem állta útját az arab nyelvi elemek beáramlásának, s míg a 10. században az arab szavak 

száma az újperzsában harminc százalék körül mozgott, addig a 12. századra ez az arány ötven 

százalékra növekedett. A lexikai elemek beáramlását korlátozott mértékben grammatikai 

elemek is követték. Ez a tendencia ett l fogva gyors léptékkel folytatódott, és olyan er re 

kapott, hogy a 13. századra a teljes perzsa irodalmat áthatották az arabizmusok. Ekkorra az 

irodalmi nyelvnek szinte szükséges részévé, kötelez  elvárásává vált az arabizmusokban 

b velked  kifejezésmód. Egy adott m ben minél több arab elem szerepelt, annál 

értékesebbnek és irodalmiasabbnak számított. Mindez kiválóan tetten érhet  a 13. századi 
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Perzsia tán legkiválóbb irodalmárának, Sa di-nak a m veiben. A kor igényeinek megfelel en 

Sa di telet zdelte m veit a legcirkalmasabb arab lexikai elemekkel, melyek megértése 

sokhelyütt nemcsak perzsa, hanem arab nyelvi tudást is igényel. 

Ez az ok vezérelt arra, hogy 2004-ben iranisztikai szakdolgozatom során 

megpróbáltam tömören és teljességre való törekvés nélkül bemutatni, hogy legbefolyásosabb 

munkájának, a Golestân (Rózsáskert) cím  verses prózai könyvének szövegébe az arab nyelv 

milyen széleskör  rétege került bele. A m b l kigy jtött nyelvi anyagnak akkor csupán egy 

töredékét használtam fel, és mindössze a szavak, illetve kifejezések szintjén tudtam e 

terjedelmes tárgykörbe valamifajta betekintést nyújtani. Doktori disszertációmban ezt a 

bonyolult fonalat kívántam tovább bogozni. Noha eredetileg ezt szerettem volna, kutatásom 

során rájöttem, hogy a Sa di összes m vében föllelhet  arab elemek szisztematikus 

osztályozása és földolgozása óriási feladat lenne. Ezért inkább olyan nyelvi kérdésekre 

összpontosítottam, melyek a perzsa nyelvtan vitás pontjai nemcsak az iráni, hanem a nyugati 

nyelvészek számára is. Ezek a vitás pontok a szóösszetételek körül forogtak, pontosabban az 

ún. igei frázisok (vagy általánosabban, de pontatlanul összetett igék) és az arab birtokos 

szerkezet  kifejezések körül. Munkám során egyre inkább világossá vált számomra, hogy 

nagyon kevés szakirodalom áll a kutató rendelkezésére, ha el akar igazodni az újperzsába 

átkerült arab nyelvi elemek morfológiai sajátságaiban. A legtöbb forrás, szakkönyv, legyen az 

iráni vagy nyugati, általában megbízhatatlan, ellentmondásos, olykor a terminológia terén 

kimondottan kaotikus, vagy sokszor egyáltalán nem is létezik megfelel  forrásanyag. Így 

lényegében minden egyes grammatikai problémához összegy jtöttem a releváns 

szakirodalmat, majd saját magam próbáltam átverekedni az egyáltalán nem könny

fejtegetéseken, melyek a legtöbb esetben nem is oldanak meg semmilyen problémát. Talán 

azért, mert ezeket a problémákat nem is lehet megoldani. Ebb l kifolyólag disszertációmban 

én is arra törekedtem, hogy megmutassam a problémákat a kigy jtött adatok fényében, és 

továbbgondolkodásra illetve további kutatásra ösztönözzem az újperzsa nyelvvel foglalkozó 

tudósokat. 

Disszertációm felépítésében a következ  egységeket hoztam létre: az els  fejezet 

általános információkat tartalmaz a „f szerepl r l”, Sa di-ról, a m veir l, az általam használt 

szövegkiadásokról és szótárakról, a nyelvi anyag gy jtésének és értékelésének módjairól. A 

második fejezet az újperzsa nyelvet tárgyalja, történetét és fejl dését, periodizációjának 

anomáliáit és a klasszikus perzsa variánsait. A harmadik fejezet az arab-perzsa nyelv 
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interferenciájának történeti jelleg  leírása, mely felöleli a perzsa nyelvi elemek bekerülését az 

arabba, és az arab nyelvi elemek bekerülését a perzsába nemcsak a klasszikus korban, hanem 

a modern arab nyelvjárásokban is. Ez a fejezet tartalmaz még egy értekezést a perzsában 

található arab elemek típusairól, és a vonatkozó kutatástörténetr l is. A negyedik és az ötödik 

fejezet tárgyalja kizárólagosan a Sa di m veib l kigy jtött összetételeket: az igei frázisokat és 

az arab birtokos szerkezeteket. Mindkét fejezet végén található egy rövid összefoglalás, 

melyben felsoroltam azokat a kifejezéseket, melyek a különböz  szótárak tanúsága szerint 

Sa di által kizárólagosan használt szóelemek lennének. A disszertáció f  korpusza egy önálló 

fejezettel zárul, melyben egy összegzés keretében a tapasztalataimról és következtetéseimr l 

írtam. Az összegzést az els dleges és másodlagos források fölsorolása követi, mely kiegészül 

egy tematikus bibliográfiával is. 

Kutatásom során, melynek állomásait a disszertációmban részletesen taglaltam, az 

alábbi eredményekre jutottam: 

1. A klasszikus perzsa nyelvr l, és a benne meghúzódó arab nyelvi elemekr l 

semmilyen összefoglaló diakrón elemzéssel nem lehet teljes képet kapni, hiszen a klasszikus 

perzsa nyelv nemcsak hogy nem rendelkezett egységes nyelvi és irodalmi normával, hanem a 

nyelv sajátos fejl déséb l kifolyólag nehéz határokat húzni az újperzsa egymást követ

történeti fázisai közt. Olyan nyelvi formák, szóképzési eljárások, melyeket a grammatikai 

hagyomány kés inek vagy máskor archaikusnak tart, sokszor már jóval korábbi vagy kés bbi 

korokban is felbukkannak. Azt lehetne mondani, hogy az újperzsa összes nyelvfejl dési 

státusza minden korban egyaránt jelen van. Ebb l következik, hogy az újperzsa nyelv 

széleskör  áttekintéséhez az egyetlen helyes megoldásnak az t nik, ha az egyes szerz k 

nyelvezetét szinkrón elemzésnek vetjük alá, és ezeket egymás mellé téve lehet beszélni egy 

adott korszak nyelvi helyzetér l. Ehhez els  lépésnek a Sa di-val foglalkozó disszertációm 

tekinthet . 

2. Közismert tény, hogy az újperzsa nyelv korábbi korszakaihoz képest az egyik 

legsajátosabb szóalkotási folyamat az igei frázisok képzése volt. Az igei frázisok az egyszer

igékkel ellentétben minden esetben egy nominális és egy igei elemb l állnak, melyeket a 

szakirodalom többsége aszerint csoportosít, hogy mely szófajhoz tartozik a nominális elem. 

Kutatásom alatt olyan igei frázisokat gy jtöttem ki Sa di m veib l, melyek nominális része 

arab nyelvi elem, és azt vizsgáltam, hogy ezek morfoszintaktikailag hogyan épülnek be a 
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perzsa szövegkörnyezetbe. Az derült ki számomra, hogy a grammatikusok hiedelmével 

ellentétben sokkal több laza, feltörhet , tehát nem állandósult szintaktikai szerkezet található a 

szövegekben, noha bizonyos esetekben egy adott kifejezés átmenetet képez a két csoport 

között. Ilyenkor mindig érdemes megfigyelni, hogy a kifejezés kiegészülhet-e prepozíciós 

szerkezettel, vagy feltöri-e az adott példában valamilyen morfológiai elem. 

3. Egy másik probléma, ami már az igei frázisok kapcsán is felmerült, és a perzsába 

beépült arab birtokos szerkezetek vizsgálatánál folytatódott, hogy biztosak lehetünk-e abban, 

hogy egy perzsa birtokos szerkezetben a módosított elem kizárólag f név lehet. Elkerültek 

ugyanis olyan példák, melyek jól mutatják, hogy az adott szószerkezetben egy melléknevet 

módosítunk, és noha a szerkezetek jelentése transzparens, morfológiai elemzése komoly 

problémát okoz. 

4. Egyszer  statisztikák készítése után megd lni látszott az az elterjedt föltevés is, 

hogy Sa di „legarabizáltabb” m ve a Golestân. Gy jt munkám során világossá vált, hogy a 

Golestân mellett a Bustân és Sa�di lírai versei ugyanolyan mennyiség  összetételt 

tartalmaznak, noha az igei frázisok és az arab birtokos szerkezetek eloszlása illetve 

el fordulásuk száma a szövegekben közel sem egységes. 

5. A kigy jtött példák elemzésénél jobb híján a perzsa szótárak értelmezéseire 

hagyatkoztam, melyeknek egy része tartalmazza azokat a szöveghelyeket is a perzsa 

irodalomban, ahol az adott szó vagy kifejezés el fordul. Bár teljesen tisztában vagyok azzal, 

hogy a szótárak szómagyarázatai sokszor esetlegesek, mégis a példáim többségér l úgy t nik, 

hogy kizárólag Sa di használta ket, legalábbis saját koráig. A szövegek olvasása közben 

amúgy is érz dik Sa di innovatív nyelvi stílusa, melyet ezek a szótári adatok alátámasztanak. 

Az általam vizsgált arab szerkezetek így már nem pusztán arab elemek, hanem „Sa di-

elemek” is, melyek sajátos és egyedülálló ízt adnak m veinek. Ezek az idioszinkratikus 

elemek úgy keletkeznek, hogy Sa di az eredeti jelentését l eltér  értelemben vagy alakban 

használ egy kifejezést, mely olykor arabban csak elméletileg létezett konkrét jelentéstartalom 

nélkül, vagy olyan sajátos formában alkalmazta egy versben, ami a kés bbiek során sem vált 

a perzsa nyelv szókincsének elemévé. 

6. E többnyire nehezen értelmezhet  szóállomány miatt a Sa di korát követ

századokban számos probléma lépett fel a szövegek nyelvi értelmezése során. Ezt legjobban 
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az tanúsítja, mennyi kéziratváltozata lehetett akár egyetlen szónak is. Világosan 

kidomborodik a kés bbi másolók azon hajlama, hogy saját koruk nyelvi ízlése szerint itt-ott 

belejavítsanak a szövegtestbe, hiperkorrekt szóalakokat hozzanak létre, a számukra már nem 

ismert arab szavakat egy másikkal, néha fiktív szóval helyettesítsék, s t olykor egy még 

bonyolultabbra cseréljék le a már amúgy sem megszokott szóhasználatot. Ez a felismerés 

igazolni látszik azt a feltevésemet, hogy az iráni és az arab kultúra folyamatos és kölcsönös 

eltávolodása a 13. századtól fogva egyre kevesebb igényt támasztott a perzsákban arra nézve, 

hogy a muszlimok hódítását követ  több évszázados arab kulturális dominancia hatására 

továbbra is alapos arab nyelvtudásra tegyenek szert. Sa di, kortársai, de még tán a 

rákövetkez  száz év irodalmárai számára nem okozott semmilyen nehézséget a legcizelláltabb 

arab nyelvi stílus megértése sem, sokan mindkét nyelvet anyanyelvi szinten sajátították el. 

Nemcsak az arab nyelv, hanem az arab kultúra és vallási tudományok legszélesebb körében is 

járatosak voltak. Mindkét nyelven egyaránt alkottak, s ezekb l az alkotásokból egyértelm en 

kit nik az a felhalmozott tudásanyag, amit az arab és iráni népek közösen fektettek le 

kulturális összhatásuk évszázadai folyamán. 

7. Sa di alkotásaiban természetesen sokkal bonyolultabb és nyelvtanilag nehezebben 

megfogható rétegeiben is jelen van az arab nyelv hatása, nem is beszélve a rímes próza 

eszközét követni kívánó arabos szójátékokról, és a párhuzamos szerkesztés

mondatrészletekr l vagy teljes mondatokról. S t, a szöveget újra és újra átjárják valószín leg 

a szerz  által költött arab versrészletek, illetve a Koránból, a prófétai hagyományból vagy 

akár csak arab közmondásokból vett idézetek. Mindezek a mélyebb nyelvi rétegek feltárása, 

kiegészülve az arabul íródott betétek átdolgozásával, még egy hosszas szövegkutatás témája 

lehetne.  

8. A Sa di-t követ  kés bbi korokban, s így a mai perzsa anyanyelv ek számára is, 

akik már nem mutatnak különösebb gyakorlatot a díszített arab szóvirágok és grammatikai 

struktúrák terén, könnyen belátható módon komoly nehézségekbe ütközhet végigverekedni 

magukat ezeken a szövegeken. Hiába használnának akár arab szótárakat is, a szövegekben 

meghúzódó kifejezések, szerkezetek, tükörfordítások, nyelvi formulák alapos arab nyelvtani 

ismereteket is megkövetelnek. Az arabul tudók számára sem olyan könny  a helyzet, hiszen 

mindezek az arab elemek a perzsába átültetve sajátos ízt kapnak, s ily módon lényegében már 

eredeti arab környezetükben sem állnák meg a helyüket. Véleményem szerint a Golestân, 

illetve a szerz  egyéb munkáinak nyelvezete egy olyan sajátos szépirodalmi kifejezésforma, 
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amely alkalmatlan arra, hogy bárki is ebb l tanuljon perzsául. Az irániak számára azonban 

minden értelmezési nehézség dacára e nyelvezet pontosan megfelel azoknak az elvárásoknak 

és szépérzéknek, mely szerint egy igazán értékes irodalmi m nek igazán nagy mennyiség , 

id nként az érthetetlenség határát súroló arabizmust kell felölelnie. 
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Átírási útmutató / Transcription 

In a strict linguistic sense, transcription is the process of matching the sounds of 

human speech to special written symbols, using a set of exact rules, so that these sounds can 

be reproduced later. Transcription as a mapping from sound to script must be distinguished 

from transliteration, which creates a mapping from one script to another that is designed to 

match the original script as directly as possible. As the following dissertation treats words and 

expressions from two languages written with the Arabo-Persian script, and on many occasions 

a clear distinction has to be made between the word’s form in the source language (Arabic) 

and the goal language (Persian), I deem it useful to apply a two-folded transcription system. 

The words when they are discussed in an Arabic context are transcribed according to the 

regulations of Modern Standard Arabic (e.g. mud wama ‘perseverance’), whereas words 

discussed in a Persian context are transcribed in accordance with the conventions for Modern 

Persian (e.g. modâvemat). In the case of Arabic expressions that incorporate the definite 

marker, I pursue the system of retaining the assimilation of the “sun letters” to the –l of the 

article (e.g. karim os-sa âyâ ‘fine-mannered’). 

The transcription of the Arabic and Persian letters is as follows, in the Persian 

dictionary order of the alphabet (the left column shows the Arabo-Persian letters, the centre 

column its Arabic and the right column its Persian transcription): 

� �

 b b

 - p

 t t 

� s

 - 

� �

� �

 d d

� z

 r r 

 z z 

 - ž 

s s 

š š 

� �

�

� �

� �

� �

 f f 

 q q

k k

- g

 l l 

 m m

 n n

 w v

 h h

 y y
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Arabic vowels in transcription (including the �alif): short vowels a i u, long 

vowels , diphthongs aw ay. Persian vowels in transcription (including the alef): 

short vowels a e o, long vowels â i u, diphthongs ow ey. 

Transcription is often confused with transliteration, due to a common journalistic 

and even scientific practice of mixing elements of both in rendering foreign names. The 

resulting practical transcription is a hybrid that is sporadically called both 

“transcription” and “transliteration”. My transcription system is also somewhat 

“hybrid”, i.e. it encompasses some elements from transliteration, because velar, 

pharyngeal, glottal and emphatic consonants are distinguished with diacritics for Persian 

words. 
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Technikai megjegyzések / Technical Remarks 

1. The citations from Sa�di’s works are based on the following guidelines: 

“Golestân 2/31, p. 100. line 23.” means that the sentence being discussed is taken from 

the Golestân-e Sa�di, ed. Yusefi, olâm�oseyn (1381/2002): Tehrân: Šerkat-e 

Sahâmi-ye Entešârât-e �ârazmi, Second Chapter, 31th Story (�ekâyat), Page 100. Line 

23.; 

“Bustân, p. 125. line 2240.” means that the sentence under discussion is taken from the 

Bustân-e Sa�di (Sa�di-nâme), ed. Yusefi, olâm�oseyn (1384/2005): Tehrân: Šerkat-

e Sahâmi-ye Entešârât-e �ârazmi, Page 125. Line 2240.; 

“Kolliyyât – azaliyyât, p. 549. number 375. line 4.” means that the sentence under 

being discussed is taken from the Kolliyyât-e Sa�di, ed. Foru i, Mo�ammad �Ali 

(1376/1997): Tehrân: Mo�assese-ye Entešârât-e Amir Kabir, Section azaliyyât, Page 

549. Ghazal number 375. Line 4. In these cases, the numbering of verses starts from the 

beginning of the poem, not from the top of the page. 

2. All translations from Arabic and Persian are the author’s own translations, and are 

intended to be faithful to the original. Given that the translations are not “belletristic”, I 

put in square brackets the words that are not mentioned in the original text but are 

relevant for a better understanding of the given line. 

3. The transcription of the Persian word va ‘and’ follows the norms of its pronunciation 

in various phonological environments: [va] in prose when it separates elements in an 

enumeration, [vo] in poetry when it follows a word ending in a vowel, [o] in poetry 

when it follows a word ending in a consonant. 

4. All grammatical morphemes in Persian and the constituents of compound words are 

separated in transcription by a hyphen, e.g. malek-zâde-i ‘a prince’. To demonstrate the 

current pronunciation of the related words, I mark the Persian short /i/ in front of the /y/ 
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with the letter i, e.g. miyân ‘among’, as well as in front of the duplication of the /y/, e.g. 

adabiyyât ‘literature’. 
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Bevezetés / Introduction 

The vocabulary of the New Persian language has to a great extent been affected 

in its long development by Arabic language elements. This process traces back its roots 

to the 7th century AD when, following the Islamic conquest of Persia, Arabic became 

the lingua franca of the literary and scientific life. With the formation of New Persian 

(and its first two phases, Early Classical and Classical Persian) in the 9th century, 

Arabic lexemes started to flood into the newly-born language, filling the gap between 

the disappearance of the Middle Persian administration and the birth of a completely 

new economic, cultural and social life. In the following centuries there was nothing to 

stop Arabic lexical and even grammatical elements from overwhelming Classical 

Persian. By the 12th century, the proportion of Arabic lexemes had already risen to 

almost 50 per cent1, and they kept on growing until, a century later, every field of the 

Persian belles-lettres was inundated with them. This can easily be perceived in the 

writings of one of the most important personalities in Classical Persian literature and the 

biggest poet of 13th-century Persia, Sa�di. Following the norms of Persian prose 

writing and poetry of his time, Sa�di did not hesitate to fill his works with a large 

variety of Arabic language elements. 

As a graduate student of Arabic and Persian at the Eötvös Loránd Univesity of 

Sciences in Budapest, I was obliged to conduct readings in various Classical Persian 

literary texts, among them two chapters from Sa�di’s most notable prose work, the 

Golestân (Rose Garden), and one chapter from his other fascinating lyrical work, the 

Bustân (Orchard). These texts were from a linguistic point of view nowhere easy, 

especially when my colleagues, who were not versed in Arabic at all, realised that they 

could not grasp whole passages from the text without resorting to an Arabic dictionary. 

I could basically make do without one since I had already mastered this language to a 

certain extent, but I did not fully comprehend how complicated Sa�di’s lines were until 

I saw my colleagues taking pain in trying to set up an appropriate translation. I, of 

course, do not discuss here the Arabic sentences (verses from the Qur’an and the 

�ad �, poems, etc.) that regularly interrupt the continuity of the Persian text, nor have I 

ever treated or will ever treat them. Instead, what I have focused and will focus on are 
                                                
1 �âdeqi 1986, 229. 
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the Arabic elements within the very Persian sentences. I was much surprised from the 

very beginning of my readings in Sa�di that his texts were, after his death, used widely 

in the Near and Middle East as means of learning “real and pure” Classical Persian2, 

which is undeniably astonishing when someone becomes conscious of the fact that 

without a firm knowledge in Arabic, one can only linger on the surface of his writings 

but will never be able to dig deep into the depths of their background. Furthermore, as 

Sa�di’s language was and still is considered to be one of the zeniths of Persian 

literature, I started to wonder why Iranians stuck to this opinion when his language was 

merged as much into Arabic as it did into Persian, and basically many of his lines were 

not understood even by native speakers.3 These contemplations and my growing 

affection for Sa�di’s diction led me to the decision to dedicate my graduate thesis at the 

Department of Iranian Studies (under the supervision of Prof. Dr. Éva M. Jeremiás) to 

an analysis of some Arabic language elements in Sa�di’s Golestân.4 In that thesis, I 

investigated Arabisms firstly on the level of words and secondly on the level of phrases. 

At the end of my work I came to the conclusion that a good knowledge of Arabic had 

always been a must to read Classical Persian literature fluently; otherwise one could not 

have got along with the words and phrases in the Persian texts. But even those who 

were and are well-versed in Arabic stop short sometimes, for one can continually come 

across lexemes or phrases whose understanding gives plenty to think about. 

My work on the Arabic elements in Sa�di’s oeuvre was far from complete. The 

M.A. thesis was just the beginning. There was not a single doubt in me that I would 

continue these investigations, and that I would strive to elaborate the frames of this 

linguistic issue in a much more perfect way. But on the whole, why is it necessary (or at 

least logical) to pick one writer from the vast ocean of the Persian men of letters and 
                                                
2 “Sa�di’s writings were highly influential as models not only in Persian itself but also in Turkey of the 

Saldj ks and the beyliks and subsequently in the Ottoman empire. Similarly, in Mughal India, his works 

quickly achieved great fame”, see Davis 1995, 722. 
3 This is something I noticed first hand in Iran when I participated in a Persian language and literature 

course at the Dânešgâh-e Tarbiyat-e Modarres where we, among others, were reading excerpts from the 

Golestân. 
4 Az arab elemek típusai a klasszikus perzsa irodalomban – Az arab elemek csoportosítása Sa�di 

Golestân c. m vében (M.A. thesis at the Department of Iranian Studies, Eötvös Loránd University of 

Sciences (ELTE), Budapest, 2004) [The Types of the Arabic Language Elements in Classical Persian 

Literature – The Classification of the Arabic Elements in Sa�d ’s Golestân] 
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examine exclusively the language of one or the other? The answer is uncomplicated: 

Classical Persian had neither a consistent literary nor a consistent language standard; 

therefore no comprehensive grammar for the language could ever be draught, and even 

the clear borders between diachronic and synchronic descriptions fade out once one has 

the courage to come up with such an analysis. In my view, in order to reach some kind 

of conclusion with respect to many linguistic phenomena in Classical Persian, the 

idiosyncratic features of every single writer and poet should be scrutinised separately. 

Reading one’s way through the books of a variety of writers it will become apparent 

that every one of them worked out his own style, his own vocabulary, and embellished 

the texts with Arabic elements with an individual technique. Basically, no Persian 

dictionary is adapted for use with all Persian texts; on the contrary, each literary man 

should deserve a dictionary on his own. Only by putting the dictionaries and analyses of 

the characteristics of all writers next to one another could the modern linguist get an 

overall picture of the Arabic elements in Classical Persian. This is one of the main 

hypotheses I put forward in this dissertation and wish to prove it by shedding light on 

some linguistic facets in Sa�di’s works. 

 When I say “some linguistic facets”, I already admit that I do not intend to write 

about every aspect of the Arabic elements in his writings. It is true, though, that after 

finishing my M.A. thesis I was keen on widening the scope of the analysis, and I was 

flattering myself with creating a complete picture of Sa�di literary language. However, 

as my research progressed, it started to dawn on me that I was swimming in a deep blue 

sea with no shores, and perhaps a few more dissertations would be necessary to cover 

every topic that popped up during my reading of the texts. As a consequence, I decided 

to focus on two of the most intriguing peculiarities of New Persian in the realm of 

phrasal compounds: verbal phrases with an Arabic nominal element and Arabic genitive 

constructions incorporated into Persian sentences. What I did was sifting through the 

complete works of Sa�di, not just his most renowned Golestân, the Bustân and the 

azaliyyât (lyrical poems), but his remaining prose writings as well, and gathering 

language material from his entire opera. This is a clear enhancement with regard to my 

previous explorations on the texts. Every single data I piled up from the texts reflects 

my own intuition and linguistic instinct; no other person lent me a hand in this 

procedure. In any case, not all phrases I collected will be found and analysed in this 

dissertation; I cannot aim for completeness in this matter. I will solely integrate those 
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expressions into the elaborations that are significant for the analyses, and through which 

we can observe how Sa�di blended the Arabic elements with Persian. My task was a lot 

more knotty that I had anticipated at the outset. To be able to find my way around in 

Persian linguistics, I had to grow absorbed in Arabic and Persian grammar, the phases 

and historicity of New Persian and its development as well as in Classical Persian 

literature. I would not have needed to exert an enormous effort towards gaining insight 

into these fields had there been plentiful and reliable related studies at my disposal. In 

actual fact, exactly the opposite was the case. As the sources on almost all of these 

disciplines, whether they be Iranian or Western, are generally unreliable, contradictory 

and meagre if not non-existent, I had to struggle on a daily basis to describe a certain 

phenomenon and to draw some form of a conclusion at the end. Even if a linguistic 

study treats a topic thoroughly, it is usually confined to only one topic, which is then 

hard to fit into a more general picture and to put the pieces of the mosaic together. In 

spite of the foregoing difficulties, I put forth the following hypotheses for the 

dissertation: 

1. By shedding light on some linguistic facets in Sa�di’s works, we can get a 

more detailed picture of the Arabic elements in Classical Persian. 

2. It is controversial to try to mark clear borders between various phases in the 

evolution of New Persian, as archaic forms tend to coexist with newly coined forms. 

3. In the case of verbal phrases, it seems likelier that syntactic structures are 

more frequent than set verbal phrases (“compound verbs”). 

4. Arabic genitive constructions are applied in Persian as mere compound words 

which can be supplemented with further modified or modifying elements in a genitive 

structure. 

5. Sa�di’s innovative style (“Sa�di-elements, Sa�disms” and not merely 

Arabic elements): in his Persian diction, he freely used Arabic words in a different 

meaning than their original meaning, while at the same time, he seemed to have coined 

words from Arabic roots that either only theoretically existed in Arabic but were not in 

circulation there, or appeared to have been new coinages that never came into general 

use in Persian later on. 

6. It is widely believed that from among Sa�di’s works, the most “Arabicised” 

is the Golestân. However, as I was gathering the data, I realised that the Bustân and 

especially his lyric poems ( azaliyyât) are as much permeated with Arabic phrasal 

compounds as the ‘Rose Garden’. 
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7. From the number of variant readings of many Arabic words and pertaining 

contradictory explanations, it emerges that later copyists of the manuscripts were unable 

to find out what certain expressions meant, and therefore they readily amended their 

spelling or substituted them for more current words. 

8. Even though Sa�di’s style and language is extraordinarily beautiful and 

polished, it is by no means adequate for learning “real” Classical Persian by means of it. 

Based on the preceding deliberations, the structure of this dissertation can be 

described as follows: the first main chapter contains general information on the 

“protagonist” of the analyses, Sa�di, and his writings; the text editions and dictionaries 

I used; and the methods of collecting and evaluating the language data from the primary 

sources. The second chapter discusses the New Persian language, its history and 

evolution, the problems of its periodisation and the variants of Classical Persian. The 

third chapter is a description of the Arabic-Persian language contact that encompasses 

the reciprocal process of integrating Persian elements into Arabic and Arabic elements 

into Persian not only in the classical era but also in modern Arabic vernaculars. This 

chapter also contains a study on the types of Arabic language elements in New Persian 

and the scholarly research history of this phenomenon. Chapter Four and Chapter Five 

deal exclusively with the analysis of phrasal compounds in Sa�di’s works: with the so-

called verbal phrases and the Arabic genitive constructions respectively. Both of these 

chapters include a summation that lists those expressions that can be considered 

idiosyncratic usages of Sa�di. The main part of the dissertation ends with a separate 

chapter for an all-inclusive summary and the enumeration of conclusions to be drawn. 

The study is then wound up by the inventory of primary and secondary sources, which 

is supplemented with a thematic bibliography of the main scientific subfields examined 

throughout the dissertation. 
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1. Általánosságok / Generalities 

1.1. Sa�di élete és munkássága / Life and Works of Sa�di 

Abu �Abdollâh Mošarref od-Din b. Mo�le� Sa�di, also known as Šey�

Sa�di, is one of the most celebrated authors of Persia. He was born in Širâz between 

610/1213 and 615/1219, and died in the same city in 691/1292.5 More than any other 

Persian writer, Sa�di referred to himself constantly in his writings, whereupon until the 

last century elaborate biographies of him have been inferred from these references. 

More recently, however, greater awareness of the sophistication of constructed 

personalities of Iranian authors has put many of these details in doubt.6 Even though the 

writer is familiar to all students of Persian literature, the authenticity of the stories he 

recounted about himself became questionable. What can at least be certain, though, is 

that he studied at the Ni� miyya in Baghdad, where he mastered the traditional Islamic 

education. By his era, Persian scholars and belletrists had a very long history of mastery 

over classical Arabic, and his literary activity shows that the Islamic civilisation was 

indeed a harmonious mixture of Persian and Arab elements. The only means of gaining 

reliable information about Sa�di’s life is to examine the identity of his patrons. At least 

fifteen historical personages were either the subjects of his panegyrics or were dedicated 

works by him.7 The poet’s pen-name (ta�allo�) is taken from one of two local 

Sal urid atabegs in Širâz, Abu Bakr b. Sa�d b. Zangi or his son, Sa�d b. Abi  Bakr b. 

Sa�d. 

Sa�di’s works include the long poem in masnavi form, the Bustân (Orchard) 

from 655/12578, the mixed prose and verse Golestân (Rose Garden) from 656/12589, 

panegyrics (Qa�âyed-e fârsi) on a range of prominent men of his time, a small number 

of panegyric elegies (Marsiyyât), almost 640 lyric poems ( azaliyyât) and a number of 

                                                
5 Davis 1995, 719. 
6 The First Encyclopaedia of Islam still described his journeys and stories as sheer facts, see Kramers 

1987, 36f. 
7 Davis 1995, 720. 
8 Wickens 1990, 573. 
9 Lewis 2003, 79. 
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short epigrammatic poems (Qe�e�ât and Robâ�iyyât).10 He also wrote a small number 

of odes (primarily qa�âyed) in Arabic.11 Six prose treatises are also attributed to Sa�di, 

the Ketâb-e Na�i�at ol-moluk ‘Book of the Advice for Kings’ and the Ma âles-e 

Pan gâne ‘Fivefold Meetings’. 

1.2. Szövegkiadások és szótárak / Text Editions and Dictionaries 

Throughout my research I have consulted a number of text editions of Sa�di’s 

works, and where more editions were available I always checked the phrases under 

analyses in the other editions as well. These variant editions are usually based on 

different manuscripts. The corresponding bibliographical data is always indicated in a 

footnote, even then when the other texts read the same way. If textual variations occur, 

they are generally discussed in more detail in the main corpus. My primary source was 

Foru i’s Kolliyyât-e Sa�di 12, and apart from the Golestân and the Bustân, all other 

exemplary sentences come from this book. The core edition for the Golestân and the 

Bustân was that of Yusefi13 because he furnished the texts with abundant elucidations 

(tow i�ât), while other relevant editions for the Golestân are those of Aliyev14, 

Izadparast15, and for the Bustân, that of Graf.16 I also made use of an Arabic translation 

of the Golestân 17, which appears in the dissertation at places where the expression I 

                                                
10 Throughout this dissertation I apply the categorisation as it is included in Foru i’s edition of the 

Kolliyyât-e Sa�di, see Foru i, Mo�ammad �Ali (1376/1997): Tehrân: Mo�assese-ye Entešârât-e Amir 

Kabir [Sa�di’s Complete Works]. Cf. �afâ 1373/1994, 607. 
11 These poems are perfect and sophisticated Arabic qa� das, but according to Danner, “they do not show 

the genius of his Persian compositions”, see Danner 1986, 238. 
12 Kolliyyât-e Sa�di, ed. Foru i, Mo�ammad �Ali (1376/1997): Tehrân: Mo�assese-ye Entešârât-e 

Amir Kabir [Sa�di’s Complete Works]. 
13 Golestân-e Sa�di, ed. Yusefi, olâm�oseyn (1381/2002): Tehrân: Šerkat-e Sahâmi-ye Entešârât-e 

�ârazmi [Sa�di’s Rose Garden]; Bustân-e Sa�di (Sa�di-nâme), ed. Yusefi, olâm�oseyn (1384/2005): 

Tehrân: Šerkat-e Sahâmi-ye Entešârât-e �ârazmi [Sa�di’s Orchard]. 
14 Sa�d  Gulist n, ed. Aliyev, Rustam Mus  (1959): Moscow [Sa�di Rose Garden]. 
15 Golestân-e Sa�di, ed. Izadparast, Nurollâh (1367/1988): Tehrân: Šerkat-e Dâneš [Sa�di’s Rose 

Garden]. 
16 Le Boustân de Sa di, Texte persan avec un commentaire, ed. Graf, Charles Henri (1858): Vienne: 

Imprimerie Impériale de la Cour et de l’État. 
17 Raw�at ul-ward (Golestân), ed. Al-Fur t , Mu�ammad (no date): �alâs. [Rose Garden] 
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investigate is taken from this piece of work. Consulting the Arabic translation of the 

Persian text turned out to be salutary as interesting conclusions could be reached from 

seeing how an already Arabic word or phrase is translated back into Arabic. 

After collecting the language data from Sa�di’s writings, the next step was 

evaluating them and deciding whether or not the expressions I had found were worth 

any further examination. My guiding stars in this process were obviously the 

dictionaries. From the first moment I was fully aware that no Persian lexicon was 

steadfast enough for a scholar to believe every single data it incorporated. I had to be 

very cautious about how they interpret words and what textual examples they enumerate 

to underpin their explanations. In each and every case I inspected I listed what the 

dictionaries had to say about the phrases, but I cannot guarantee that there are no other 

textual examples for the phrase(s) apart from the one(s) mentioned in the relevant 

dictionary.18 This is all the more important as generally, but not exclusively, those 

expressions will be treated that seem to have been used only by Sa�di, at least 

according to the dictionaries. The foremost Persian bilingual dictionaries I consulted 

were, for Classical Persian, those of Steingass and Junker-Alavi, for re-checking in the 

“modern” dictionary of Âryânpur Kâšâni; the monolingual dictionaries were the so far 

most comprehensive encyclopaedic Lo atnâme and that of Mo�in, the recently 

published So�an and the dictionary of �adri Afšâr. As the dissertation is principally 

about Arabic elements I deemed it essential to resort to Arabic dictionaries as well to 

uncover the original Arabic context of the vocabulary, more precisely in the bilingual 

dictionaries of al-Mawrid and those of Lane, Wehr and Dozy; and the monolingual 

almost all-inclusive al-Mun id. 

In contrast with Sa�di’s life and literary activity, his language style, and 

especially the Arabic elements in his works, has to a much lesser extent been the subject 

of scholarly survey. What I consider a novelty in my elaborations is that I used many 

native secondary sources, and not just the well-known Western ones. Even when we 

step out for a moment from the frame of the Arabic elements, we can witness that the 

scholarly output on Sa�di himself is immense. An appealing variety of selected essays 

                                                
18 The dictionary of So�an explicitly notifies it readers that more textual examples by the same author are 

avoided, see So�an 1381/2002, Introduction 44. 
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and volumes have appeared in Iran to commemorate the grand master of Persian 

literature, e.g. by Mova��ed19, Dašti20, Zarrin Kub21, Kamran22 and the volume of the 

conference organised by the UNESCO, the Zekr-e amil-e Sa�di.23 A short essay on 

Sa�di and the Golestân was composed by Telegdi24, and a Hungarian translation of the 

complete text of the Golestân was prepared in 1889 by Béla Er di.25

                                                
19 Mova��ed, iyâ� (1378/1999): Sa�di. Tehrân: �ar�-e Now. 
20 Dašti, �Ali (1381/2002): Dar qalamrow-e Sa�di. Tehrân: Mo�assese-ye Entešârât-e Amir Kabir [In 

the Realm of Sa�di]. 
21 Zarrin Kub, �Abd ol-�oseyn (1379/2000): �adis-e �oš-e Sa�di, dar bâre-ye zendegi va andiše-ye 

Sa�di. Tehrân: Entešârât-e So�an [The Nice Narration of Sa�di, About the Sa�di’s Life and Thinking]. 
22 Kamran, Mohammad Kazem (2003): Wisdom of Sa‘di. London: Alhoda Publishers & Distributors. 
23 Zekr-e amil-e Sa�di (1364/1985), The Collection of the Articles and Poems on Occasion of the 600th 

Anniversary of the Birth of Šey� Sa�di, 3 Vols., Tehrân: Vezârat-e Eršâd-e Eslâmi [The Nice Memory 

of Sa�di]. Of special interest are Vol. III. pp. 275-294.; Vol. III. 329-341. 
24 Telegdi, Zsigmond (2006 [1959]): Szaadí és a Gulisztán. In: Jeremiás É. M. (ed.): Opera Omnia II. 

Piliscsaba-Budapest: Avicenna Közel-Kelet Kutatások Intézete, Akadémiai Kiadó, pp. 120-130. [Sa�di 

and the Golestân] 
25 Er di, Béla Dr. (1889): Szádi Gulisztan vagy Rózsáskert. Budapest: Singer és Wolfner. 
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2. Az újperzsa nyelv / The New Persian Language 

2.1. Az újperzsa története / The History of New Persian 

At the beginning of all other elucidations, the very first term to be clarified is the 

language called New Persian (NPers.). The term New Persian is the denomination given 

by Western scholars to the language used roughly in the past millennium (from the 9th 

century AD up to now) by the Persian-speaking populace. In a geographical sense, it 

was initially spoken in the western parts of Iran, with the south-western province of P rs 

or F rs as its centre. Nonetheless, the bulk of its earliest literary documents that dated 

from the 9th-10th centuries originated from the north-eastern regions of �ur s n and 

Central Asia. From the late 10th century, it became the literary language in the whole of 

Western Iran as well. In subsequent centuries, parallel to the Islamisation of the 

neighbouring territories, Persian as a language of culture, administration and everyday 

communication dominated vast areas ranging from Anatolia to as far as North India, 

including Transoxiana and Afghanistan, developing diverse written and spoken 

standards and dialects. Shortly after its appearance, Classical Persian turned into the 

culturally prevailing tongue of the discussed region. Its most recent representative, 

Modern Persian, named Fârsi by native speakers, with its closely-related dialects and 

variations is spoken by approximately 70 million people as their mother tongue or their 

second standard language. 

New Persian is a member of the South-Western group of the New Iranian 

languages within the Indo-Iranian branch of the Indo-European language family. New 

Persian is the only New Iranian language which is documented in all three of its 

historical periods, Old, Middle and New Persian. After the roughly two-century cultural 

and linguistic dominance of the Arabic language between the downfall of the Sasanid 

Empire (7th century) and the emergence of a new literary Persian language (mid-9th 

century), it became the dominant language in Iran and its adjacent territories. New 

Persian derives from Middle Persian (MPers.), although not without breaks in the 

language continuum. Typologically the discrepancies between Old Persian and Middle 

Persian are considerable, but less so between Middle Persian and New Persian. Old 

Persian, similarly to many other old Indo-European (Greek, Latin) and Indo-Iranian 
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(Sanskrit, Avestan) languages, was inflectional, whereas Middle and New Persian grew 

to be languages of a mixed type displaying less inflectional but more agglutinative 

characteristics. As a consequence, analytic structures became dominant in New Persian 

morphology, whilst inherited Old Persian synthetic structures began to be gradually, 

although not completely, discarded. Concurrently, the vocabulary incorporated a large 

number of north-western and eastern Iranian elements (notably Parthian and Sogdian), 

and, in growing amount, Arabic lexical items. 

2.2. Periodizáció / Periodisation 

In traditional descriptions, the periods of Persian, mainly those of its written 

variants, are linked to the alternation of the ruling dynasties: Old Persian was the 

official language of the Achaemenids in the 6th-4th centuries BC; Middle Persian was 

the language of the Sasanians in the 3rd-7th centuries, and later used by the Zoroastrian 

clergy in religious writings in the 8th-10th centuries. The emergence of New Persian is 

connected with the fall of the Sasanid Empire and the Arab conquests. Neither Middle 

Persian and New Persian nor the sundry phases of the last thousand-year long history of 

the New Persian language in the Islamic era can easily be separated. It is evident from 

the more recent periods of Persian to what extraordinary extent written and spoken 

varieties can differ from one other. As a result, its linguistic stages can only be 

delineated with retroactive effect and at all times with a certain degree of idealisation 

and (over-)simplification. This is all the more so as the transmission of ancient texts had 

been exceptionally uncertain in view of the fact that the copyists often “normalised” 

them by introducing or, on the contrary, eliminating archaisms and dialecticisms. This 

trend is extremely relevant in the case of Sa�di’s writings and mostly with regard to the 

Arabic expressions he applied, e.g. Golestân Intr., p. 53. line 13-14. naq -e rây-e ulo l-

albâb ‘contrary to the opinion of the intelligentsia’26, where the word naq  (Arabic 

naq�) means ‘violation, breach; contradiction; refutation’27, and its variants are naq�-e 

rây-e ulo l-albâb ‘deficiency of the opinion of the intelligentsia’28 (the dot is missing 

                                                
26 Golestân-e Sa�di (ed. Yusefi, .) 1381/2002, 217. Gazsi 2008b, 55. 
27 Âryânpur Kâšâni 1377/1998, 1321. Wehr 1980, 992. 
28 Kolliyyât – Golestân (ed. Foru i, M. �A.) 1376/1997, 32. 
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from above the âd, whereupon a different word is gained) and �aks-e rây-e ulo l-albâb

‘contrary to the opinion of the intelligentsia’.29

According to the conventional views, New Persian emerged from Dari in the 

spoken registers (7th-9th centuries), and is divided into Early Classical (ECPers., 9th-

12th centuries), Classical (from the 13th century onwards) and Modern Persian (from 

the 19th century onwards), which is considered to be based on the local dialect of 

Tehran.30 The two main varieties of New Persian are generally called Classical and 

Modern Persian in Western scholarship with further subdivisions into diachronic, local 

and style or register variants. 

2.3. Klasszikus perzsa és variánsai / Classical Persian and Its Variants 

If those characteristics that distinguish the era of New Persian from its 

predecessors should be determined, the most obvious ones are the Perso-Arabic script, 

the Islamic religion and the Arabic literary models. In spite of the astonishing diversity 

at its birth, New Persian appeared to have become an unexpectedly cohesive literary 

language after the 13th century, the culmination of Classical Persian belles-lettres, and 

continued to be deemed as such during the following centuries, as the common name for 

the language, Pârsi, infers. But this was, as Jeremiás formulated, only an “apparent 

homogeneity”31 which might have been ascribed to at least two main factors: the 

conservative script that remained unchanged in the past millennium and the kudos for 

the classical literature. As the formation of the Classical Persian literary language 

plainly certifies, dialectal or colloquial forms may have vanished or integrated into the 

written language. Poetry, for example, preserved more of the earlier archaic forms, 

apparently due to the requirements of prosody. In New Persian, however, there has 

always been a lack of a tightly established linguistic norm that would have rested on a 

highly esteemed canon such as the Qur’an in Arabic, on the foundations of which the 

grammar of the incoming literary language could have been elaborated. Ironically, it is 

exactly this diversity within Classical Persian or between the classical and modern 

                                                
29 Golestân-e Sa�di (ed. Yusefi, .) 1381/2002, 563. Sa�d  Gulist n (ed. Aliyev, R. M.) 1959, 18. 
30 For other Western and Soviet views on the periodisation of New Persian, see Jeremiás 2003a, 428. 
31 Jeremiás 2003a, 432. 
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usage, and the continuous upholding of the classical literary norm that evokes 

complications in specifying stages in the linguistic history of New Persian. 

Iranians often regard New Persian as having homogeneity in its thousand-year 

history, and bring forward two main factors to underpin this argumentation: the 

unalteredness of the Arabo-Persian script and the relative consistency of the language of 

the Classical literature. But in reality, the New Persian language underwent profound 

changes during its evolution that affected every level of its grammar and vocabulary. In 

order to be able to track down these changes, it is indispensable to distinguish between 

the various stages of Persian, but, as we have already seen, the periodisation of its 

phases is anything but trouble-free. In the field of describing linguistic phenomena, and 

Iranian languages are no exception, two main approaches are prevalent. On the one 

hand, diachronic (or historical) analyses account for observed changes in a particular 

language, regard phenomena in terms of developments through time and develop 

general theories about how and why the given language evolves. On the other hand, 

synchronic analyses view linguistic phenomena only at one point in time and are 

concerned with the status of the Persian language at a particular time. But which of the 

two approaches are more suitable for Persian? In the case of the present use of Modern 

Persian, a synchronic description would certainly be feasible, whereas it could not 

efficiently be carried out for Classical Persian owing to the absence of a standardised 

classical norm. It would only be possible with serious limitations, probably through 

comparisons between the characteristics of the language style of writers in the classical 

period, such as Ferdowsi (10th century), Beyhaqi (11th century), Ne�âmi Gan avi 

(12th century), Sa�di (13th century), �âfe� (14th century), etc. No doubt can be cast 

on the fact that all of them composed in a language that is to be called “Classical 

Persian”, and their varieties share countless common features, but they also differ in that 

they represent different language forms. As a consequence, in linguistic studies of 

Persian, the dominance of the diachronic approach is more manifest, while synchronic 

studies have only recently begun to appear.32 My dissertation with the evaluation of 

certain Arabic language elements in Sa�di’s writings is one of the studies that examine 

some phenomena in a synchronic framework. In my personal view, the best way to 

                                                
32 An example of this is Ran bar, Maryam os-Sâdât (1379/2000): Anvâ�-e Fe�l dar Târi�-e Beyhaqi. 

E�fahân: Entešârât-e Mâni. [Verb Types in the History of Beyhaqi] 
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attain a clearer and more accurate picture of changes in “Classical Persian” over the 

course of time is to analyse the linguistic peculiarities of all available classical writers 

and put them side by side on a string of analyses. In this dissertation, I by no means 

intend to venture into such a convoluted and wide-ranging field, and even trying this 

would certainly surmount the frames and scope of any kind of dissertation or scholarly 

work. 

Despite the foregoing, let us not completely skate over some diachronic features 

of Classical Persian. To what extent do we have knowledge about how exactly Classical 

Persian evolved? What phases did its morphology and semantics go through, and can 

we at all be sure that what we generally take for later developments are not in fact 

already to be found in much earlier texts? Are there eventually any boundaries that one 

can set up between various periods?33 Or is New Persian to be conceived as a language 

that although did underwent major changes, yet almost every form and linguistic feature 

of it can be present at later times of its development, and thereby the borders between 

archaic and new are to be taken for obliterated? 

It may already be lucid that my stance on this matter is that any stage of New 

Persian does incorporate something from previous forms, but only to illustrate the 

complexity of this question, I would like to demonstrate this intriguing problem on the 

abridged example of the advancement of verbal phrases. 

As Telegdi already noted, the organic composition of the verbal lexicon has 

tended to change radically in the course of the history of the Persian language.34

Coinciding with the gradual stuntedness of the traditional (i.e. Middle Persian) methods 

of constructing verbs, this process aimed at deducing the verbal meaning from the 

nominal meaning. This tendency has lead to a stage in New Persian where simple verbs 

diminished considerably in number, and thus gave way to verbal periphrases whose core 

meaning is centred around a nominal. The first step meant that simple verbs were 

‘unfolded’ into periphrases in a way that the present stem of a simple verb was 
                                                
33 Unlike New Persian, clearer boundaries can be drawn between phases in the history of the English 

(Old, Middle, Early Modern, Modern) as well as the German (Old High, Middle High, Early New High, 

New High) language. 
34 Telegdi 1979 – 2006, 365. 
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nominalised and then supplemented with a more ‘common’ simple verb, thus forming a 

verbal phrase that bears the same meaning as the original simple verb, e.g. bâz-dâštan

‘to detain, to arrest’ bâz-dâšt, the past stem, ‘detention, arrest’ bâz-dâšt kardan

‘to detain, to arrest’; feriftan ‘to deceive, to defraud’ ferib, the present stem, ‘deceit, 

fraud’ ferib dâdan ‘to deceive, to defraud’.35 Through this channel, a huge number of 

Arabic nominals and actions nouns (ma�dar) have infiltrated into New Persian and 

formed such verbal phrases as �alab kardan ‘to search, to request’, qa�d kardan ‘to 

intend, to resolve’, šar� dâdan ‘to describe, to explain’. 

In comparison with the formation of verbal phrases, the formation of simple 

verbs with suffixes was much less productive in the New Persian period; especially 

those with the help of Arabic nominals amounted only to a few in number. In these 

instances, the nominal stem “doubled” and split into a homonymous pair, to which the 

verbal suffix –idan was added, thus substituting for the obsolete original infinitive, e.g. 

�oftan ‘to sleep’ �âb, the present stem, ‘sleep, dream’ �âbidan ‘to sleep’; in 

case of a borrowed Arabic action noun, �alab ‘search, request’ �alabidan ‘to 

search, to request’. Other examples with Arabic action nouns include fahmidan ‘to 

understand’, bal�idan ‘to swallow’, raq�idan ‘to dance’.36 As we now have two forms 

for the Persian meaning ‘to search, to request’, the question arises to what extent were 

�alabidan and �alab kardan used in the classical period. Which of the two could have 

been created earlier? According to Persian monolingual dictionaries, the two forms have 

lived side by side even in the early phases of the Classical era. The Farhang-e Bozorg-e 

So�an lists for �alabidan textual examples from Farro�i (10th-11th centuries), 

Beyhaqi (10th-11th centuries), Sa�di (13th century) and Na m od-Din Râzi (13th 

century)37, while for �alab kardan an example from Ne�âmi �Aru i (12th century).38

The Lo atnâme quotes for �alabidan textual examples from Mon ik (10th century), 

�On�ori (10th century), Nâ�er-e �osrow (10th century), Farro�i (10th-11th 

                                                
35 Telegdi 1979 – 2006, 365. 
36 A parallel process was the addition of the verbal suffix –idan to the present stem of obsolete infinitives 

without rendering the present stem a meaning of its own, e.g. roftan ‘to sweep’ rub–, the present stem 

rubidan ‘to sweep’; rastan ‘to escape, to be saved’ rah–, the present stem rahidan ‘to escape, to 

be saved’. 
37 So�an 1381/2002, 4896. 
38 So�an 1381/2002, 4894. 
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centuries), Beyhaqi (10th-11th centuries), �ayyâm (11th-12th centuries), Falaki (12th 

century), �âqâni (12th century), Kamâl od-Din Esmâ�il (13th century), Mowlavi (13th 

century), Sa�di (13th century), �âfe� (14th century), whereas for �alab kardan

examples from Kesâ�i (10th century), Ferdowsi (10th century), Nâ�er-e �osrow (10th 

century), Farro�i (10th-11th centuries), Beyhaqi (10th-11th centuries), Sanâ�i (12th 

century) and Sa�di (13th century). 

The next imaginary step in building new verbs would have been the process of 

paraphrasing (yet again) such verbal phrases where, apart from the nominal element, the 

verbal element also added to the semantic content of the expression. The result of this 

was usually an adjective, e.g. �alab-kâr ‘suitor, seeker’, which could further be 

supplied with a suffix, e.g. the –i of abstract nouns, �alab-kâri ‘search, seeking’, and 

finally this could be conjoined with a simple verb (habitually kardan), i.e. �alab-kâri 

kardan ‘to search, to request’, to build a verbal phrase that bears precisely the same 

meaning as the original expression, i.e. �alab kardan.39 Other analogous examples 

including not Arabic, but Persian nominals are sepâs gozârdan ‘to thank, to give thanks’ 

sepâs-gozâr ‘thankful, grateful’ sepâs-gozâri ‘thanksgiving, thanking, expression 

of gratitude’ sepâs-gozâri kardan ‘to thank, to give thanks’40; negah dâštan ‘to hold, 

to keep, to protect, to support, to maintain’ negah-dâr ‘keeping, protecting; keeper, 

guardian’ negah-dâri ‘keeping, protection, maintenance’ negah-dâri kardan ‘to 

hold, to keep, to protect, to support, to maintain’.41

Having this more-step process in mind, are we right to surmise that the results of 

the derivation are not early but only later developments? We are certainly not. If we 

look through early classical texts, we will be surprised to see that such verbal phrases 

were already in use in the very early period of New Persian. Persian dictionaries verify 

this assumption as well: According to the So�an, the compound �alab-kâr and �alab-

kâri were already used by Sa�di, and �alab-kâri kardan by �A��âr (12th-13th 

                                                
39 For further examples, see �âdeqi 1380/2001, 147. 
40 So�an 1381/2002, 4026f. 
41 So�an 1381/2002, 7957f. For further examples, see Telegdi 1979 – 2006, 366. 
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centuries)42; and according to the Lo atnâme, the word �alab-kâr was also previously 

applied by Farro�i (10th-11th centuries) and Amir �osrow Dehlavi (13th century). 

In the New Persian language, a number of methods are available for word 

formation such as transposition (or conversion), derivation by suffixation, infixation or 

prefixation and composition. An especially characteristic feature of New Persian is the 

transition between word classes. It is due to the fact that nouns, adjectives and partly 

adverbs are word forms that do not exhibit any specific morphological marker (e.g. 

ending) that would indicate their word class individually. They readily enter into other 

parts of speech in a sentence, i.e. a word of one lexical category is converted to a word 

of another lexical category while materially they remain the same and may occur in a 

range of syntactic functions (functional shift).43 Thus transposition (also called zero 

derivation) is one of the most frequent and productive processes in New Persian which 

makes new words without the addition of morphological markers, e.g. adjectives from 

nouns or vice versa (bâlâ, adjective ‘upper’; noun ‘upper part, top’; adverb ‘up’), or 

adverbs from adjectives (tond, adverb ‘quickly’; adjective ‘quick’). Correspondingly, 

certain verbal stems or conjugated forms can be used as nouns (�arid, past stem of 

�aridan ‘to buy’; noun ‘purchase, buying, shopping’); view also the more complex 

compound forms, e.g. the composition made of the Stems II+I of the same verb ( ostan

‘to search, to seek’; ost-o- u ‘search, investigation’) or the imperative and prohibitive 

form of the same verb (goftan ‘to say, to tell’; be-gu-ma-gu ‘quarrel, dispute’44). We 

will encounter this phenomenon in later chapters of this dissertation, especially among 

verbal phrases (‘compound verbs’), e.g. bâ�el nešastan ‘to sit in vain’ where bâ�el is 

definitely not the nominal element of the phrase, but the supplementary adverb of the 

verb. It will be seen, therefore, that most phrases that are considered to be ‘compound 

verbs’ by native grammarians are in fact syntactic groups and not lexicalised items. 

                                                
42 So�an 1381/2002, 4895. My attention was directed by Prof. É. M. Jeremiás to another line from 

�Attâr’s Man�eq o�-�eyr that includes this phrase, see �Attâr 1377/1998, p. 119. line 13. 
43 Conversion is more productive in some languages than in others; in English it is a fairly common 

process. An exemplary sentence would be "You can talk the talk, but can you walk the walk?", even 

though thousands of other examples such as ‘host, chair, stop, like’ could also be listed. 
44 �adri Afšâr 1382/2003, 228. 
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4. Igei frázisok / Verbal Phrases 

4.1. Terminológia / Terminology, State of the Art 

Verbal forms in New Persian can, on the one hand, be one-word expressions 

(‘simple verb’, fe�l-e sâde) and, on the other hand, two- or more-word expression 

(‘compound verb’, fe�l-e morakkab). The core aim of this chapter is to describe this 

latter group of verbs and to show the many-foldedness of their structure and the 

inconsistency of terminology in their analyses prevalent in European and Iranian 

grammars. Already at the beginning, it has to be made clear that I do not intend to 

discuss in detail verb forms that are morphologically ‘complex’, e.g. rafte budam ‘I had 

gone’ nor verbs with ‘preverb’ such as bar-gaštan ‘to return’, as my focus is on the type 

of phrases that are built up from a nominal element and a simple verb, e.g. ta�annot 

kardan ‘to reproach’. 

Since the beginnings of the formation of the New Persian language, the most 

developed system of enlarging verbal vocabulary was the formation of verbal phrases. 

As the number of simple verbs in New Persian has been, and still is relatively limited45, 

so-called verbal phrases or ‘compound verbs’46 have constituted the most numerous 

group of the verbs, and thereby formed the largest group of Persian phrasal compounds. 

Originally, these expressions were most probably free verbal constructions which, in 

some peculiar cases and after continued usage, became set phrases or lexicalised 

items.47 Therefore, they may be called under the terms ‘verbal phrase’, ‘verbal 

expression’ or ‘verbal periphrasis’, from which I will mainly use the term ‘verbal 

                                                
45 Simple verbs amount to only a few hundred, and most of them already had precedents in Middle and 

even Old Persian, e.g. istâdan < MPers. st dan ‘to stand’, see MacKenzie 1971, 31.; šenidan <  Cl. Pers. 

šun dan < MPers. šn dan ‘to hear’, see MacKenzie 1971, 13. 
46 In French, they are referred to by Telegdi and Lazard as verbes composés or locutions verbales, see 

Telegdi (1950 – 2006), 123., Lazard 1384/2006, 283. In Persian, they are called fe�l-e morakkab or 

ma�dar-e morakkab, see A�madi Givi 1380/2001, 869. 
47 The degree of their becoming set phrases or remaining syntactic units varies from expression to 

expression, as some of them can still be broken up. Their usage tends to bear idiosyncratic or other 

features, e.g. style variation that can converge with diachronic and dialectal variants. 
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phrase’48, although, as will be seen later, a rather clear distinction can be made between 

‘verbal phrases’ and ‘compound verbs’. The most meticulous analysis of the 

grammatical structure of verbal phrases as well as guidelines for their categorisation 

were drawn up by Telegdi in two articles, the first of which he wrote in French and the 

second of which he composed in Hungarian.49 His articles are praiseworthy not only for 

the in-depth analyses but also for the fact that they summarise the research carried out 

on verbal phrases before Telegdi’s time. Given that the time span between the 

composition of the two articles encompass three decades, Telegdi has slightly changed 

his view on the topic over time, e.g. in the second he always makes the designation 

‘verbal periphrasis’ instead of the early label of ‘compound verbs’.50 In spite of this, the 

essence of his elaborations remained untouched. Hence, in my description of verbal 

phrases, I will generally follow his observations, but the comments of other linguists 

such as Jeremiás and Lazard will be accounted for as well. Apart from a few in-text 

footnotes, I also focus on how Iranian grammarians, especially Faršidvard, A�madi 

Givi, and Kalbâsi, describe verbal morphology and show the extent of ambiguity 

attested in their explanations. 

4.2. Az igei frázisok morfoszintaxisa / Morphosyntax of Verbal Phrases 

Contrary to other Indo-European languages, the abundance of verbal phrases in 

the lexicon of New Persian is normally not determined by style, genre or idiolect, but 

rather by the fact that simple verbs are only available in small number. In the majority 
                                                
48 The terms “verbal expression” and “verbal periphrasis” do not refer to the syntactically embedded 

nature of the phrase; they only name it as a lexical element. 
49 The first article is ‘Nature et fonction des periphrases verbales dites « verbes composés » en persan’ 

(In: Jeremiás É. M. (ed.): Opera Omnia I. Piliscsaba-Budapest: Avicenna Közel-Kelet Kutatások Intézete, 

Akadémiai Kiadó, 2006, pp. 123-144.), written originally in 1950; while the second article is ‘Az igei 

szókincs organikus összetételének átalakulása a perzsa történetének folyamán’ [The Transformation of 

the Organic Composition of the Verbal Lexicon in the Course of the History of Persian] (In: Jeremiás É. 

M. (ed.): Opera Omnia II. Piliscsaba-Budapest: Avicenna Közel-Kelet Kutatások Intézete, Akadémiai 

Kiadó, 2006, pp. 350-366.), written originally in 1979. 
50 I thank Prof. Éva M. Jeremiás for drawing my attention to the fact that there is a fundamental difference 

lexical between the terms verbal phrases and verbes composés (“compound verbs”). In the first case the 

main element in the expression is the word “phrase” that has an attribute (“verbal”), whilst in the second 

case the main element is the word “verb” that is provided with an adjective (“compound”). 
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of the cases, a Persian speaker does not have the option to choose between a simple verb 

and a verbal phrase when one intends to express an act, since the Persian vocabulary 

does not offer him/her an alternative simple verb, which would be the case in English, 

German, French or Spanish. One must, thus, have recourse to the only existing lexical 

item, i.e. the verbal phrase (e.g. Persian e�terâf kardan, English ‘to confess’, German 

‘gestehen’, French ‘déposer’, Spanish ‘confesar’). It has to be noted though, that in 

Modern Standard Persian an inclination is felt to substitute verbal phrases made up of 

an Arabic nominal and a Persian auxiliary for single Persian verbs of Middle Persian 

origin, e.g. qabul kardan paziroftan ‘to accept’51; so�âl kardan porsidan ‘to 

ask’52, although this can vary according to idiolect, register, context and even topic of 

the utterance. On the other hand, if one was to compare, from a structural point of view, 

Persian verbal phrases with German or French ones, one would find that they 

completely correspond to each other (Persian e�terâf kardan, which literally means in 

English ‘to make a confession’, German ‘ein Geständnis ablegen’, French ‘faire une 

déposition’, Spanish ‘prestar declaración’). But the analyst would come to a different 

result if one regarded the position of verbal phrases within the system of the given 

language. While in the aforementioned European languages simple verbs having the 

same or similar meaning to that of the corresponding verbal expressions are clearly 

periphrastic and may be used only in eloquent style, the Persian phrases have no one-

word synonyms, so their use is the only means of expressing the meaning they bear. In 

this sense, they function as ‘ordinary’ verbs and belong to the verbal lexicon of the 

Persian language.53

Morphologically, the members of this rather heterogeneous group of phrases 

consists of a nominal element (one, two or more words) combined with a “base” or 

simple verb. The most common type is formed with verbs of exclusively Persian origin, 

e.g. kardan ‘to do, to make’, šodan ‘to become’, zadan ‘to hit’, dâdan ‘to give’, 

gereftan ‘to catch, to get’, which serve as a kind of lexical auxiliary (fe�l-e hamkard in 

                                                
51 Jeremiás 2007, 412. �adri Afšâr 1382/2003, 962. The explanation of qabul kardan is �amal yâ 

farâyand paziroftan ‘accepting an action or a process’. See also the explanation for paziroftan which does 

not mention qabul kardan, �adri Afšâr 1382/2003, 278. 
52 �adri Afšâr 1382/2003, 787. The explanation of so�âl kardan is porsidan. See also the explanation for 

porsidan which does not mention so�âl kardan, �adri Afšâr 1382/2003, 286. 
53 Telegdi 1950 – 2006, 124. 
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Persian54), following either a Persian nominal part or, in many cases, a nominal form of 

Arabic origin: action noun (nomen actionis or in Persian ma�dar and occasionally esm-

e ma�dar), participle (active or passive)55, adjective, etc. (generally called fe�l-yâr in 

Persian56).57

A peculiarity of the majority of the verbal phrases is that there is no grammatical 

relation between their components, so every expression represents one lexical and 

semantic unit, and can no more be considered a syntactic group, e.g. salâm dâdan ‘to 

greet sb’, ta�a ob kardan ‘to wonder, to be surprised’. In these cases, the word-to-

word translation of the periphrases would be ‘to give sb a greeting’ and ‘to make 

surprise’, thus it is evident that the components of the expressions have lost their 

independent meaning. Having recognised this, European linguists have narrowed the 

scope of what Iranians usually call “compound verbs” and regarded only those two- ot 

more-word verbal expressions “compound verbs” where the significant element is the 

nominal part, and where the verb, having partly or completely lost its original meaning, 

has as its main function to derive an expression of verbal nature.58 As one can notice, 

the semantic structure of such verbal phrases is relatively irregular. The nominal 

element bears the core meaning of the expression, whereas the function of the verb is 

mainly to turn the nominal meaning into verbal meaning. It is therefore obvious that the 

                                                
54 A�madi Givi 1380/2001, 869. A rather clumsy definition for the term is given in the dictionary of 

�adri Afšâr: “[It is] a verb that comes after a noun or an adjective, and builds another verb from that (for 

example �ordan in «tekân �ordan»)”, see �adri Afšâr 1382/2003, 942. According to the dictionary, a 

synonym of this term is fe�l-e mo�in, which exemplifies confusion in Persian grammatical terminology. 

In the works of other Iranian linguists such as Faršidvard, fe�l-e mo�in denotes any enclitic form of the 

copula or an auxiliary verb used in combination with a verb. Fur further details, see 4.3. Verbal Phrases in 

the Eyes of Iranian Linguists. 
55 The aspects “active” and “passive” could only have been valid in the Classical period as in later times it 

is more suitable to talk about “antecedent” or “past” (participle passé, Lazard 1384/2006, 154) and 

“present” (participle present, Lazard 1384/2006, 153). 
56 A�madi Givi 1380/2001, 869. This term is not mentioned in any of the Persian dictionaries I have 

consulted. It seems probable that this term has been coined by the Farhangestân-e Zabân va Adab-e Fârsi

(The Academy of the Persian Language and Literature), and is gaining ground only in recent grammatical 

works. 
57 Telegdi 1950 – 2006, 125. Jeremiás 2007, 412. A�madi Givi 1380/2001, 882. �abâ�abâ�i 

1376/1997, 120. 
58 Telegdi 1950 – 2006, 131. Telegdi 1979 – 2006, 352. Lazard 1384/2006, 283. 
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so-called “compound verbs” in Persian play the role of denominative verbs.59 Although 

verbal phrases resemble simple verbs as regards function, semantic construction and 

grammatical behaviour, the difference between the two categories is still considerable. 

In other occasions it is not so unproblematic to decide whether verbal 

expressions appear as lexicalised units or as syntactic groups. In addition to the previous 

group, one has to differentiate another group of verbal phrases where the relation of the 

constituents is syntactic and the nominal element together with the verb are united in a 

single semantic unit, so there is grammatical relation between them60, e.g. ma�zerat 

�âstan (az izi) ‘to apologise (for sth), to ask pardon’, mohlat dâdan (be kasi barâ-ye 

izi) ‘to give a grace period, to grant a respite’. These phrases are differentiated from the 

previously designated ‘compound verbs’ by the fact that the verb keeps more or less 

completely its semantic content and merges with the noun to form the meaning of the 

locution.61 In many verbal phrases that incorporate a nominal element of Arabic origin 

and the verb kardan ‘to do, to make’, the action noun is (or could syntactically be 

regarded as) the object of the verb, e.g. ested�â kardan ‘to make a request, to request’. 

Although many of these expressions are to be taken for lexical units, since they are 

included in dictionaries and can be encountered as collocations that the learners of the 

language learn in this form, from a grammatical point of view, they may be deemed 

syntactic constructions, the two parts of which are joined together in their regular 

meaning. Thus, the meaning of the complete phrase is in harmony with the meaning of 

its components (‘to ask for apology’ and ‘to give a grace period’ respectively). In other 

words, the semantic makeup of these phrases is still transparent; it emerges from the 

meaning of their constituents, although in use, i.e. from a syntactic point of view, they 

behave as “single” verbs. 

Furthermore, the parts of the phrase within a sentence do not necessarily form a 

group that could be substituted for or correspond to any single word, e.g. Bâyad in 

                                                
59 Telegdi 1950 – 2006, 129. 
60 Lazard 1384/2006, 289f. 
61 Telegdi designates the expressions of this group as some form of juxtaposition, see Telegdi 1950 – 

2006, 138. 
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eqrâr râ be-koni. ‘You have to admit this’.62 In this sentence the expression eqrâr 

kardan ‘to admit’ has been broken up by the object marker, thus lending instability to 

the expression. This occasional instability appears clearly in cases where the 

constituents of the expression can be broken up, and so these phrasal compounds are 

constructed as mere syntactic phrases. In such instances, the nominal part may be 

followed either by limited types of grammatical morphemes of the nominal inflection 

(e.g. the indefinite marker, Farib-i �ord. ‘He was [once] deceived’), or adjectival 

modifiers (noun, adjective, pronoun, Farib-e sa�ti �ord ‘He was seriously deceived’), 

or verbal complements (direct or indirect object).63

Verbal phrases that may be broken up in a sentence do not follow the general 

rules of verbal phrases in other Indo-European languages. In these cognate languages, a 

phrase, whose nominal element is regarded as the object of the verb, can only be 

supplemented with further complements by means of an indirect object, i.e. a 

preposition (e.g. English ‘to give an explanation for sth’, German ‘eine Erklärung für 

etw abgeben’, French ‘donner l’explication de qqch’, Spanish ‘dar una explicación para 

algo’). In Persian, this rule cannot automatically be applied. Verbal phrases that usually 

have kardan or dâdan as their verbal element and where the internal structure is the one 

described above (e.g. tow i� dâdan ‘to give an explanation’), the supplemented object 

is direct, and therefore it is expressed with the particle râ (Dânešmand far iyye-ye 

adid-e �od râ tow i� dâd. 64 ‘The scientist explained his new theory.’). Hence the 

phrase is syntactically a unit, and it behaves as a transitive verb. 

This instability notwithstanding, throughout the history of New Persian, the 

main source of renewing and extending its verbal vocabulary was the lexicalisation of 

syntactic structures. It is important to note that within the New Persian verbal lexicon 

verbal phrases not only prevail over simple verbs, but simultaneously the tendency has 

risen for them to come nearer to the verbs they have overshadowed.65 Although, the 

                                                
62 Telegdi argues that in cases where the nominal element is followed by markers such as the object 

marker râ, the expression is “actualised”, while in cases where markers are absent, the nominal part is 

“virtual” and conveys a general concept, cf. Telegdi 1950 – 2006, 134. 
63 Cf. Kalbâsi 1380/2001, 79. 
64 Âryânpur Kâšâni 1377/1998, 343. 
65 Telegdi 1950 – 2006, 126. 
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behaviour of verbal expressions “differs according to historical stages, stylistic levels, 

dialects or idiolects, historically, the possibility of constructing this type of compound 

facilitated the infiltration of the majority of Arabic loans from the first centuries of the 

Islamic period.” 66

Another subgroup of verbal phrases includes those with a tool-name as nominal 

element standing most frequently with the verb kardan ‘to do, to make’ (e.g. qofl 

kardan ‘to lock’). As regards form, there is no difference between this and the previous 

groups, but here the relation of the two constituents is by no means syntactic. The 

relation they make up expresses the act carried out with the help of the tool, so the 

meaning of the act does not correspond to that of kardan. As a result, the examination 

of the internal structure of these periphrases shows that the noun (nominal element) 

cannot be the object of the verb; its relation to the verb is rather the relation of a base 

word to its affix, as if it would be a derivative. It is only from a morphological point of 

view that this relation differs from an actual verb; namely its constituents cannot stand 

as separate words within a sentence. 

If we wish to further elucidate the function of a verb being “compound”, we 

should not avoid mentioning simple verbs that follow so-called “preverbs”.67 Such 

phrases can be divided into two subgroups that appear to be very similar to each other, 

but this is only true on the surface. Instead, they display two different types of 

construction depending on their inner semantic structure. The first subgroup represents 

a regular procedure of verbal composition in Pre-Classical and Classical Persian, where 

the verbs are preceded by mere adverbs of place (e.g. bâlâ-raftan ‘to go up, to climb’, 

pas-âvardan ‘to bring back’). The meaning of the verbs conjoined with them is 

generally restricted to indicating movement or motion, and the adverbs themselves bear 

their usual adverbial meaning (bâlâ ‘up’, pas ‘back’). Therefore, the relation of the two 

components can be deemed a simple syntactic relation of adverb and verb, and the 

meaning of such a phrase is made up of the meaning of its two constituents. In the other 

subgroup, the first member of the expression is (or better to say, used to be) an adverb 
                                                
66 Telegdi 1950 – 2006, 130. Jeremiás 2007, 412. 
67 Kalbâsi calls this type of ‘compound verb’ (fe�l-e morakkab) fe�l-e moštaqq ‘derived verb’, see 

Kalbâsi 1380/2001, 72. Telegdi dedicated an entire study to this type of verbs: Beiträge zur historischen 

Grammatik des Neupersischen, in Telegdi 1955 – 2006, 145-263. 
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of place, but the adverb lost its original adverbial meaning, and acquired a secondary 

meaning (e.g. dar-âmadan ‘to shine; to grow, to spring up; to be published; to weigh, to 

scale; to prove’68; piš-âmadan ‘to happen, to arise, to develop’69). These meanings do 

not correspond to the meaning of the constituents, so the original motivation behind the 

relation between the phrase and its meaning have, over the course of time, become 

obscure. Although these phrases were, in Classical Persian, coined to express a 

movement indicated by the adverb (‘to come out’ and ‘to come forward’ respectively), 

their original meaning began to be conveyed in Modern Persian by a new phrase (birun-

âmadan and elo-âmadan). 

4.3. Igei frázisok az iráni nyelvészek szemével / Verbal Phrases in the Eyes 
of Iranian Linguists 

Any serious research should not turn a blind eye to how the Iranian grammarians 

and linguists treat verbal phrases. All the more so, since by analysing their conceptions, 

we can gain some insight into how they view their mother tongue. To start with an 

astonishing explanation, we shall quote the definition of fe�l-e morakkab ‘compound 

verb’ from the dictionary of �adri Afšâr: “[It is] a verb that is formed from two words 

(for example setam kardan).”70 Although the example given in brackets shows what the 

definition is supposed to mean, a number of questions may arise in this regard. First of 

all, why should we stipulate that a ‘compound verb’ is formed from only two words? Is 

the phrase qal� o qam� kardan ‘to exterminate’ therefore not a ‘compound verb’? 

Even though it is made of four elements, it can definitely be considered one. 

Furthermore, if we follow the idea that a verb is ‘compound’ if it is made up of two 

words, then we should regard various elements of the Persian verb paradigm as 

‘compound’, e.g. simple verbs formed together with the enclitic form of the verb ‘to be’ 

(budan) or an auxiliary verb: perfect (gofte-am ‘I have said’), past perfect (gofte budam

‘I had said’), past tense of the subjunctive (gofte bâšam ‘that I said’), future (�âham 

goft ‘I will say’), progressive forms (dâram mi-guyam ‘I am saying’), passive voice 

(gofte mi-šavad ‘it is said’). Even those elements of the verb paradigm that consist of a 

                                                
68 Âryânpur Kâšâni 1377/1998, 501. 
69 Âryânpur Kâšâni 1377/1998, 259. 
70 �adri Afšâr 1382/2003, 942. 
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single word can be considered ‘compound’, because they have a complex 

morphological structure, e.g. mi-goft-am ‘I was saying’ (prefix + past stem of the verb + 

personal marker). So one should ask what the term morakkab (or tarkib) in the 

indigenous grammatical tradition refers to? No comprehensive answer can easily be 

given, since it refers to everything that is formed from more than one lexical unit (or 

even a morpheme), whether it be a word with a simple morphological structure (a 

‘compound’ made up of phonemes, sounds or letters), a word with complex 

morphological structure (verbal stem + personal marker), a phrase (a complex phrase 

made up of two or more words, such as the ‘compound verbs’) or a complex sentence.71

It is not rare among Iranian linguists to coin their own terms to describe these 

categories, a fact that further kindles the confusion and brings about terms that 

contradict each another. Faršidvard, in his bulky monograph on verbs, denotes the verb 

forms �âham raft ‘I will go’, rafte budam ‘I had gone’ as ‘compound forms’ (�i e-hâ-

ye morakkab), and calls the forms Man bad-am mi-âyad. ‘I do not like it.’, Sard-aš šod. 

‘He was cold.’ by the name ‘pronominal compound verbs’ (af�âl-e morakkab-e 

amiri).72 In the terminology of Faršidvard, verbs can be divided into two groups 

according to their construction: simple (basi� or sâde) and non-simple ( eyr-e 

basi�).73 A “simple verb” is formed from one part ( oz�), whereas a ‘non-simple verb’ 

is formed from two or more parts. ‘Non-simple verbs’ can also be divided into two 

groups: “verbs with prefix” (pišvandi – vâ-raftan ‘to slacken, to loose’) and “compound 

verbs” (morakkab – kâr kardan ‘to work’). According to the book, the verbal part of the 

“compound verb”, which is the ‘core’ (haste) of the structure, is either called fe�l-e 

yâvar or fe�l-e komaki ‘auxiliary verb’74, and the ‘non-verbal’ ( eyr-e fe�li) part of the 

structure is called fe�l-yâr. 
                                                
71 We should also mention that the terms morakkab and tarkib are also attested in other scientific fields, 

e.g. logics, prosody. It is therefore obvious that they are not accurately defined; they simply refer to 

phenomena with a compound or complex state. See also the book of Moqarrebi titled Tarkib dar zabân-e 

fârsi [Compounding in the Persian Language]. 
72 Faršidvard 1383/2004, 73f. This structure (lately termed topicalisation) is common in many Indo-

European and even Semitic languages; the word on the onset of the sentence is not the subject of the verb, 

but it is in the so-called casus pendens. 
73 Faršidvard 1383/2004, 94. and 443. 
74 This flight of wit is fairly confusing, and according to Faršidvard, the term fe�l-e hamkard was 

invented by the famous Iranian grammarian, �ânlari, see Faršidvard 1383/2004, 111. and 445. 
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Contrary to the explanation of the term fe�l-e mo�in in the entry of the 

dictionary mentioned above, Faršidvard explains fe�l-e mo�in (‘auxiliary verb’75) as 

follows: “It is a verb that has lost its original meaning and is applied to forming 

‘compound tense’ (zamân-e morakkab), to conjugating another verb, to indicating time 

(e.g. �âham raft ‘I will go’), aspect (rafte budam ‘I had gone’ and rafte-am ‘I have 

gone’) and voice (dide šod ‘[it] was seen’)”.76 So the verbs that are constructed with a 

fe�l-e mo�in are called ‘compound tense’ (zamân-e morakkab) or ‘compound form’ 

(šekl-e morakkab). The French translation of the latter term is, according to the author, 

‘periphrase verbale (f)’ (sic!).77 The author emphatically underlines in a footnote on the 

same page that one should not confuse fe�l-e mo�in with fe�l-e yâvar, since the first 

one builds ‘compound tense’ or ‘compound form’, while the second one builds 

‘compound verbs’. But a fe�l-e mo�in can in itself be ‘compound’ (morakkab), in 

cases when it is made up of more than one part (e.g. košte šode bud ‘[he] had been 

killed’). 

Another notable Iranian grammarian, A�madi Givi, in his two-volume 

monograph on verbs has relied on a terminology through which he named the two 

components of ‘compound verbs’ (fe�l-e morakkab) as fe�l-yâr (nominal element) and 

fe�l-e hamkard (verbal element).78 As he treated verbs from a historical point of view, 

he did not deal with the internal structure of ‘compound verbs’ in detail, but rather he 

gave a list of verbs used in the past and at present, verbs that have by now become 

obsolete (farmân yâftan ‘to die’) and verbs that were coined in the last decades (�afre 

zadan ‘to procrastinate, to evade’). 

4.4. Kategorizáció / Categorisation 

                                                
75 Âryânpur Kâšâni 1377/1998, 1199. 
76 Faršidvard 1383/2004, 96ff. See also Man�ur 1373/1994, 219. 
77 It is by all means laudable that the author specifies the term in French, even if the exactness of the term 

is dubious, but he could have also paid attention to marking the compulsory acute accent (accent aigu): 

périphrase. 
78 A�madi Givi 1380/2001, 869. 
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The question of the categorisation of verbal phrases has caused much headache 

to the scholars who worked on them. There are at least two ways of categorising these 

phrases, none of which is perfect as there are always phrases that hardly fit into one 

category or the other. 

The first and somewhat more widespread classification is based on determining 

the word-class of the nominal part and the internal structure of the phrase’s constituents 

(the nominal element is the subject or object of the verb, etc.).79 Faršidvard also gives 

an alternative classification, which is based on the structure of the verbal part 

(sâ�temân-e fe�l-e yâvar).80 In his description, the verbal part can either be simple 

(basi�) or non-simple ( eyr-e basi�). But to give an example for the anomalies of this 

categorisation, let us take into consideration the expression be-vo ud âvardan ‘to bring 

into existence, to create’, which the author counts under ‘compound auxiliary verb’ 

(fe�l-e yâvar-e morakkab), because a nominal part added to it would be e.g. dard-e sar

or moškel: dard-e sar be-vo ud âvardan ‘to cause headache’, moškel be-vo ud âvardan

‘to cause difficulty’.81 This is the expression Faršidvard calls ‘compound verb’, be-

vo ud âvardan in itself, according to him, is not one! 82

The second method of categorisation is somewhat closer to what I will use 

further on, but it still has shortcomings. This method is attained from the point of view 

of the stability of the components of the verbal phrase.83 Hence, ‘compound verbs’ have 

two types: ‘stable’ (ostovâr) and ‘unstable’ (nâ-ostovâr) or ‘weak-compound’ (sost-

tarkib). A ‘compound verb’ is ‘stable’ when its nominal (non-verbal) element is not 

extendible (gostareš-pazir), e.g. bar-gaštan ‘to come back’, pâ šodan ‘to get up’, i.e. 

the nominal element can receive neither the plural nor the indefinite marker, and it 

cannot be supplemented with an adjective. On the contrary, ‘unstable compound verbs’ 

(e.g. farib �ordan ‘to be deceived’) may be broken up with any of the plural or the 

                                                
79 Lazard 1384/2006, 284ff. Faršidvard 1383/2004, 94f., 447ff., 461f. Kalbâsi 1380/2001, 73., 75f. 
80 Faršidvard 1383/2004, 262ff. 
81 Faršidvard 1383/2004, 464. 
82 Faršidvard also categorises the nominal part of verbal phrases, whereupon these can be of one part 

(yek- oz�i) or two or more parts (do yâ and oz�i). For this latter group, an illustrative example is 

e�hâr-e na�ar kardan ‘to declare one’s opinion’, cf. Faršidvard 1383/2004, 467ff. 
83 Farsidvard 1383/2004, 107ff. and 460. 
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indefinite marker. At this point the author seems to have forgotten that transitive verbs 

with preverb (or adverb) do intermittently obtain personal clitics, especially in classical 

poetic and modern colloquial style, e.g. bar-eš gardân ‘bring it back!’, but later in the 

chapter Faršidvard mentions that one subgroup of the inextensible ‘stable compound 

verbs’ can in fact be extended.84

Given that no accurate classification could be made from the preceding methods, 

I have relied on the categorisation Telegdi proposed in his related articles, as I believe 

this is the most intelligible means of classifying the phrases. But despite every 

precaution I have taken, the question whether the gathered verbal phrases should be 

regarded as free constructions, syntactic phrases or lexicalised items, was sometimes 

extremely difficult to answer.85

4.5. Igei frázisok Sa�di m veiben / Verbal Phrases in Sa�di’s Works 

The following examples taken from Sa�di’s works are verbal phrases whose 

nominal element is a word of Arabic origin and the phrases have not become 

widespread either in Classical or in Modern Persian. In fact, as evidenced by the 

dictionaries, these phrases seem to have been created by Sa�di, and some of them can 

even be regarded as unusual from the point of view of the selection of their components. 

I have grouped the examples according to whether, in my opinion, they form a 

lexical unit (those that could really be called “compound verbs”) or whether they can 

rather be regarded as occasional syntactic groups (verbal phrases). Even in this latter 

case, the expressions are to be found in dictionaries, where no distinction is ever made 

between the two groups. Both of them are simply regarded as ‘compound verbs’ (fe�l-e 

morakkab). A way to differentiate between the two groups is to investigate their 

complements: whether they have or do not have any, e.g. does a transitive verb have a 

direct object or only a prepositional complement? 

                                                
84 Faršidvard 1383/2004, 110. 
85 The same conclusion has been reached by Jeremiás, cf. Jeremiás 2003, 446. 
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1. Single lexical items in my collection seem to be a little less in number than the 

syntactic phrases. They represent ‘compound verbs’ where the verbal element is kardan

/ nemudan ‘to do, to make’, šodan / gaštan / gardânidan ‘to become’ and dâštan ‘to 

have, to possess’. The verb in these phrases loses its semantic value and solely serves as 

a denominative for the nominal element. As to word class, the nominal element of these 

‘compound verbs’ can be a noun (ta�annot kardan ‘to reproach’, modâvemat nemudan

‘to endure, to persevere (in staying)’, �ol� kardan ‘to make peace, to reconcile, to 

compromise’, qarin gardânidan ‘to become sb’s pair, to become sb’s companion’) or an 

adjective. These adjectives, which are adverbialised in the phrase, can be intransitive, 

i.e. the attributes of the subject (mota�avvar šodan ‘to be perceived, to be conceived, to 

be imaginable’, mota�alleq šodan ‘to be affiliated (to)’, �iyân gaštan ‘to become 

apparent’, �âzem šodan ‘to intend to go’) or transitive, i.e. the attributes of the object 

(mobtalâ kardan ‘to capture, to seize’, bâ�el kardan ‘to forget’, mona a� dâštan ‘to 

tarnish, to make unpleasant’). Standing together with the adjective, the verb šodan ‘to 

become’ forms intransitive verbs which normally serve as passives to transitives formed 

from kardan ‘to do, to make’ or dâštan ‘to have’. This seems also to be the case with 

mobtalâ mândan ‘to become captured, to be enamoured, to be involved (in)’, where the 

verb mândan is equivalent to šodan and thus has a passive sense. Given that kardan

forms transitive verbs, in the case of mona a� dâštan the verb dâštan can be made 

equivalent to kardan, so as it already happened with some nouns, one might ponder 

whether or not this expression was originally used with kardan, and only Sa�di 

substituted it for the more elevated version.86 This supposition is in fact buttressed by 

the Persian dictionaries. This is also the case with the verb gaštan (in �iyân gaštan), 

which is the elevated version of šodan, used predominantly in Classical Persian, and it 

seems to be a substitute for šodan in the given text.87 In the case of �âzem šodan, the 

phrase breaks up and a complement is attached to the nominalised adjective by means 

of e âfe. As regards action nouns (ma�dar) and verbal nouns, they, in most of the 

cases, may be analysed as having within the phrase the function of the object. 

2. The components of the phrasal verbs that are (in conformity with the previous 

definitions) syntactic groups seemingly keep more or less completely their semantic 

                                                
86 The textual examples in the Lo atnâme will normally underline this assumption. 
87 Kalbâsi 1380/2001, 74. 
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content, i.e. the form and the content correspond to each other. These types of 

constructions are especially instable and ever-changing; it is the ornateness of the 

expression that governs the selection of its components (usually the verbal part) and not 

the exact lexical content or the grammatical requirement of the context. 

If I were to follow the categorisation of a number of scholars (Faršidvard, 

Lazard) based on the word class the nominal element of the verbal phrase belongs to, it 

would give the following result. In general, the nominal elements can either be nouns or 

adverbs, but upon trying to find subgroups we can see that the nouns are mostly Arabic 

ma�dars whereas some others are, in Arabic, ‘verbal nouns’ (Arabic ism ma�dar, 

Persian esm-e ma�dar).88 As regards ma�dars, they, in most of the cases, may be 

analysed as having within the phrase the function of the object (este fâr goftan,

mazallat bordan, ta�akkom bordan, ta�annot zadan, kefâyat dâštan, ettefâq sâ�tan), 

although kefâyat dâštan expresses the possession of what kefâyat implicates as a 

quality. In two cases the nominal element is the subject of the verb (tafreqe oftâdan), 

and in another case the ma�dar is in an adverbial relation to the verb (�alâ�

paziroftan). ‘Verbal nouns’ are nouns that are derived on certain patterns from the I. 

stem of Arabic verbs, and express a subjectival, more concrete meaning than the 

ma�dars. In our examples the verbal nouns can be regarded as the objects of the verbs

(na�i�at niyušidan, na�i�at šenidan). Two of the three expressions with adjectives as 

the nominal element are in an adverbial relation to the verb (mobtalâ mândan, bâ�el 

nešastan), whereas the third one is the object of the verb (bâ�el goftan). 

With regard to the verbs sâ�tan (in ettefâq sâ�tan) and nemudan (in

modâvemat nemudan), it has to be added that both of these verbs can in formal language 

be replacements for kardan ‘to do, to make’89, so one might ponder whether or not these 

expressions should basically be used with kardan, and it was only Sa�di who used the 

elevated equivalent of it.90 In the case of ettefâq sâ�tan, it is not easy to detect from 

what the dictionaries reveal, while with modâvemat nemudan it seems likelier. In the 

                                                
88 In Persian, or at least in our cases, the differentiation between ‘action nouns’ and ‘verbal nouns’ has not 

much relevance. 
89 Kalbâsi 1380/2001, 74. 
90 The textual examples in the Lo atnâme and the So�an tendentiously underline this assumption, 

although it has to be kept in mind that the enumeration of the examples (šavâhed) is rather accidental. 
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case of tark gereftan and tark goftan, the periphrases break up and a complement is 

attached to the noun by means of e âfe.91

A subgroup of verbal phrases, and thus treated separately, are the so-called 

prepositional compound verbs (fe�l-e pišvandi-ye morakkab)92 or verbs with a 

prepositional phrase, for which two examples will be analysed. These phrases are also 

comprised of a nominal element followed by a verb, but the nominal element is 

supplemented by a preposition, and the phrase is lemmatised accordingly. 

4.6. Szövegpéldák / Examples from the Texts 

The above-mentioned groups comprise the following verbal phrases; the 

categorisation under the subheadings is according to the Persian word class of the 

nominal element. Altogether I discuss 28 phrases, 15 of which belong to the category of 

“transparent” expressions, 11 are syntactic groups and 2 are verbs with a prepositional 

phrase. The distribution of these expressions in the individual works can be summed up 

as follows (some of them appear more than once): 11 (4+7+0) are in the Golestân, 4 

(4+0+0) in the Bustân, 39 (13+24 - 19 of the with the element tark - + 2) in the 

azaliyyât and other poems, and 1 (1+0+0) in another prose work. From the numbers, 

conclusions to be drawn are: 

1. The Golestân and the azaliyyât along with other types of poems incorporate 

the highest number of verbal expressions. The Bustân and the remaining prose works 

have only very few. 

2. If we subtract the number of the expressions with the element tark from the 

total number of verbal expressions applied in the azaliyyât (39-19=20), we still see 

that the number is higher than the occurrence of verbal expressions in the Golestân. 

                                                
91 The true verbal phrase in this case would be e.g. Kâr-�âne râ tark kardan ‘to leave the factory’, see 

�adri Afšâr 1382/2003, 361. 
92 Lazard 1384/2006, 290. The term �ebârat-e fe�li ‘phrasal verb’ (sic!) has also been used for these 

expressions, cf. Kalbâsi 1380/2001, 72. Confusion in the terminology is at its gravest here since the term 

�ebârat-e fe�li would literally mean ‘verbal phrase/expression’, and unmistakably not ‘phrasal verb’! 
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4.6.1. Transzparens kifejezések / Lexical Units, “Transparent” Expressions 

Nouns: ta�annot kardan ‘to reproach’; modâvemat nemudan ‘to endure, to persevere 

(in staying)’; �ol� kardan ‘to make peace, to reconcile, to compromise’; qarin 

gardânidan ‘to become sb’s pair, to become sb’s companion’93

Adverbs: mobtalâ kardan ‘to capture, to seize’; bâ�el kardan ‘to forget’; mona a�

dâštan ‘to tarnish, to make unpleasant’; mota�avvar šodan ‘to be perceived, to be 

conceived, to be imaginable’; mota�alleq šodan ‘to be affiliated (to)’; �iyân gaštan ‘to 

become apparent’; �âzem šodan ‘to intend to go’ 

4.6.2. Szintaktikai csoportok / Syntactic Groups 

Nouns: ta�annot zadan ‘to deride’; este fâr goftan ‘to ask God’s forgiveness’; mazallat 

bordan ‘to endure humiliation’; ta�akkom bordan ‘to obey, to execute a command’; 

kefâyat dâštan ‘to be deserving, to be worthy, meritorious’; ettefâq sâ�tan ‘to make a 

decision’; tafreqe oftâdan ‘to appear discord’; �alâ� paziroftan ‘to consider sb 

righteous, honest’; tark gereftan ‘to release, to turn away from sth’; tark goftan ‘to 

abandon, to forsake’; na�i�at niyušidan ‘to listen to advice’; na�i�at šenidan ‘to 

listen to advice’94

Adjectives: mobtalâ mândan ‘to become captured, to be enamoured, to be involved 

(in)’; bâ�el goftan ‘to talk idly’; bâ�el nešastan ‘to sit in vain’ 

4.6.3. Igék prepozíciós kifejezésekkel / Verbs with a Prepositional Phrase 

bar �a�râ afkandan ‘to reveal sth publicly, to spread sth about’ 

dar owhâm âmadan ‘to come into delusion’ 

                                                
93 The final two nominals, �ol� and qarin, are ‘verbal nouns (ism ma�dar)’ in Arabic, the rest are 

‘action nouns (ma�dar)’. 
94 The last nominal, na�i�at, is a ‘verbal noun (ism ma�dar)’ in Arabic, the rest are ‘action nouns 

(ma�dar)’. 
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5. Az arab birtokos szerkezet használata Sa�di m veiben / The Use of the Arabic 
�I� fa-Construction in Sa�di’s Works 

5.1. �I� fa az arab nyelvben / �I� fa in the Arabic Language 

The Arabic word �i� fa is the infinitive form (ma�dar) of the IV. stem verb 

�a� fa (�il ) ‘to add, annex, attach (to); to connect, unite (with)’.95 The infinitive 

originally means ‘addition; annexation, attachment; attribution (to)’, but it has also 

become a term in Arabic grammar where the unit’s regular translation in traditional 

English descriptions of Arabic grammar is ‘genitive construction’, ‘construct state’, 

‘status constructus’, ‘genitive construct’, ‘construct phrase’ or ‘annexation structure’.96

This construct is a central component of Arabic syntax, and the term �i� fa occurs 

frequently in grammatical treatises. It is mentioned for the first time in the Kit b of 

S bawayhi where it has at first a very wide meaning: it is inserted into the theory of the 

arr (the genitive case)97. To quote S bawayhi: “the arr is found only in nouns that are 

mu� f �ilay-hi”, i.e. ‘that which has received an adjunction, to which something has 

been annexed’, the mu� f being that which is ‘added’. In this early phase, the theory of 

the arr thus set �i� fa within very wide boundaries which may be summed up as 

follows: as soon as there is a noun in the genitive case (ma r r), one deals in the phrase 

with �i� fa.98

The construction is in its most basic form made up of two Arabic nouns (or 

nominals, in Arabic ism) that may be linked together in a noun phrase in such a way that 

the second noun in the sequence determines the first by limiting, identifying, 

possessing, defining, or amplifying it.99 The two nouns in this phrase function as a 

closely knit syntactic unit. In Arabic grammatical terminology, this is the structure that 

is referred to as �i� fa ‘annexation, addition’; the first noun in the structure, the head 

noun, is the mu� f ‘annexed’ (‘qualified noun’ or ‘conjunct’) and the second noun is 

                                                
95 Wehr 1980, 548. al-Mawrid 1992, 120. al-Mun id 1997, 457. 
96 Ryding-Versteegh 2007, 294. 
97 Otherwise called �af�, cf. Fleisch 1991, 1008. 
98 Cf. Az-Zama�šar  1420/1999, 119. 
99 Ryding-Versteegh 2007, 294. 
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the mu� f �ilay-hi, lit. ‘the added-to (or ‘annexing’, ‘qualifiying’) noun; that to what 

[it] is conjoined’, e.g. qalamu mu�allimin ‘a teacher’s pen’. According to the traditional 

Arabic perception of the phrase, the mu� f ‘qalamu’, is linked, united with the mu� f 

�ilay-hi ‘mu�allimin’, and the instrument of this �i� fa is a �arf al- arr

(preposition), unexpressed (muqaddar), but leaving its trace: the arr (genitive ending) 

of the mu� f �ilay-hi. In fact, a construct such as qalamu mu�allimin is thought of as 

implying the preposition li– ‘(belonging to)’ (l m al-�i� fa), which is present in the 

sentence: al-qalamu lla�  li-mu�allimin ‘the pen that belongs to a teacher’. According 

to the context of the �i� fa, the Arab grammarians sometimes even assume the 

presence of the prepositions min ‘from’ and f  ‘in’.100

The two elements of the structure are closely joined and cannot be separated 

from one another. The mu� f is distinguished by the fact that it carries neither the 

definite article nor n nation101 because it is determined by means of the second noun.102

However, as the head noun of the phase, the first noun in the genitive construct may be 

in any case: nominative (raf�), accusative (na�b) or genitive ( arr), depending on the 

function of the �i� fa unit in a sentence structure.103 Another traditional restriction on 

the first term of the �i� fa is that it may not be conjoined; if the first element of the 

phrase consists of more than one noun, then the surplus nouns must follow the whole 

construction but they must refer back to the qualifying noun by means of an enclitic 

pronoun, e.g. qalamu l-mu�allimi wa daftaru-hu ‘the pen and the register of the 

teacher’.104 The second or determining (‘annexing’) noun in the �i� fa is always in the 

genitive case and is marked either for definiteness or indefiniteness, thereby 

determining the definiteness or indefiniteness of the entire phrase, e.g. qalamu l-

                                                
100 Fleisch 1991, 1008. In Arabic grammar prepositions are called �ur f al-�i� fa. 
101 N nation is the addition of the letter n n to the short word-final inflectional marker of definiteness, 

thereby making the nominal indefinite, e.g. al-qalamu ‘the pen’ – qalamun ‘a pen’. Furthermore, in the 

forms of the dual (– ni/–ayni) and the sound masculine plural form (– na/– na) the final –ni and –na are 

omitted. 
102 Ryding-Versteegh 2007, 296. 
103 To paraphrase it, the first term of the construct carries a case marker determined by the syntactic role 

of the phrase in the sentence or clause. 
104 This construction may also be regarded as two separate construct states, in the second of which the 

qualifying noun is no more mentioned in its full form, but rather in its shortened clitic form, i.e. ‘the pen 

of the teacher and his register’. 
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mu�allimi ‘the pen of the teacher’. But even if both elements are either definite or 

indefinite together, semantically there is a difference between the two features: the 

indication of a definite being (ta�r f) in the first case and the indication of the category 

of a given being (ta�� �) in the second. This ta�� � can also be the equivalent of an 

adjective (�ifa), e.g. �im ru wa�šin ‘a wild ass’, but this does not alter the character of 

the Arabic construction.105 More than two nouns may occur in a string of construct 

relationships which is called a ‘multi-noun or complex construct’ or ‘extended 

annexation’, e.g. sukk nu � �imati umh riyyati l-ma ari ‘the residents of the capital 

of the Republic of Hungary’. In multi-noun constructs the first constituent (the head) 

carries the case marker determined by the role of the phrase within the sentence (the u

in sukk nu), while all subsequent nouns are in the genitive case. For the non-final nouns, 

the restrictions on the definite article and n nation apply, and only the final noun in the 

string may carry the marker of definiteness (al-). The Arabic �i� fa-construction is 

characterised by the integrity of the basic phrase, such that an adjective that agrees with 

(and would normally follow) the head must stand after the qualifying noun, e.g. qalamu

l-mu�allimi l- ad du ‘the new pen of the teacher’.106

In the common Arabic usage, the word �i� fa was limited to expressing the 

relationship of the determining of one term by another term, the determinative 

complement. Arab grammarians called the determination by the determinative 

complement �i� fa ma��a ‘pure’, �i� fa ma�nawiyya ‘figurative’ or �i� fa 

�aq qiyya ‘true’.107 These phrases express different relationships: possession, material, 

etc.108 Already from the early ages onwards, Arab grammarians became interested in 

categorising the various types of annexations. Az-Za i (d. 339/949) classified the 

�i� fa into three types: annexation of a possession to its possessor, e.g. daftaru l-

mu�allimi ‘the register of the teacher’; annexation of something to someone who is 

entitled to it or connected with it, e.g. al-�iy �a bi-ll hi ‘God save (protect) from that 

(lit. refuge is in God)’; and annexation of something to its genus, e.g. �iqdu �ahabin

‘golden necklace’.109 Later grammarians elaborated on this by translating the various 

                                                
105 Fleisch 1991, 1008. 
106 Cf. Perry-Sadeghi 1999. 
107 Az-Zama�šar  1420/1999, 119f. 
108 Fleisch 1991, 1008. 
109 Ryding-Versteegh 2007, 295. 
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semantic functions of the genitive construct into different prepositional governors, e.g. 

li–, min, f , �al  ‘on’, �inda ‘at’.110 All these shades of meaning can be subsumed 

under the heading i�ti� � ‘specification’, which is believed to be the core meaning of 

the �i� fa. Modern grammarians attempted to set up a semantic framework for the 

different shades of meaning in the �i� fa-construction. However, the term is no longer 

used for constructions with a preposition as in the Arabic grammatical tradition, e.g. 

marartu bi l-bayti ‘I passed by the house’. The meanings assigned to an �i� fa in 

modern grammars of Arabic are wide-ranging, and occasionally the categories are hard 

to delimit; this is the phenomenon that Beeston called the “semantic polyvalency of the 

annexation structure”.111 The most important categories are listed below: 

1. Identity relation – the second constituent specifies, defines, limits or explains the 

purpose of the first constituent, e.g. mad natu s-sal mi ‘the city of peace’; mi�atu l-

�azhari ‘al-Azhar mosque’. 

2. Possessive relation – the first element of the construct can be interpreted as belonging 

to the second element, e.g. qalamu l-mu�allimi ‘the pen of the teacher’. 

3. Partitive relationship – the annexed term serves as a determiner for a part or quantity 

of the annexing term, e.g. kullu l-�aql mi ‘all of the pens’; sittu kutubin ‘six books’. 

4. Constructs with deverbal nouns – the fist element of the structure is an action noun 

(ma�dar), and the second element is the agent or doer of the action, e.g. mur salatu z-

zumal �i ‘correspondence of the colleagues’. 

5. Measurement, composition, contents – the second component of the construct 

expresses measurement, contents or the nature of the first component, e.g. muddatu

šahrin ‘a period of one month’; ša� ratu la�min ‘meat snadwich’. 

6. Title or quote – if a title or quote is the second element of a status constructus, it is 

deemed isolated from the case-marking requirements of the second element, and it is 

inflected independently, e.g. kit bu l-mufa��alu f �an�ati l-�i�r bi ‘The book of the 

Mufa��al’. 

Native grammarians also acknowledged the existence of what they called an 

‘improper annexation’ (�i� fa ayr ma��a), ‘untrue annexation’ (�i� fa ayr 
                                                
110 One of these outstanding grammarians was the Andalusian �Ab �ayy n (d. 745/1344) in his work 

Irtiš f. 
111 Ryding-Versteegh 2007, 297. For the types of the �i� fa ma�nawiyya, see Az-Zama�šar

1420/1999, 123. 
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�aq qiyya) or ‘formal annexation (�i� fa laf�iyya)’, which they consequently 

included in the �i� fa.112 This incorporated the construction of a participle with the 

following genitive, e.g. r kibu l-�ayli ‘the one who mounts the horse’; an adjective with 

a following genitive (�i� fa taqd riyya), e.g. al-waladu �-�aw lu š-ša�ri ‘the long 

haired child’; an elative with a following genitive, e.g. �a malu l-buld ni ‘the nicest of 

the countries’113; and the controversial construction of a noun with a following adjective 

in the genitive, e.g. mas idu l- mi�i ‘the Friday mosque’ (which would properly sound 

as mas idu l-waqti l- mi�i ‘the mosque of the Friday prayer’114). In Arabic the �i� fa 

taqd riyya must be carefully distinguished from the ‘true’ �i� fa since the construction 

contains an important difference: the first term (mu� f), as we have seen, can take the 

definite article115, and in addition, the function of this type of �i� fa is different: it is 

determination (ta�rif and ta��i�) in the ‘true’ �i� fa, but qualification (ta�fif) in 

the laf�iyya, and to formulate it more correctly, a limited qualification.116 In the 

expression al-waladu �-�aw lu š-ša�ri, first the child is qualified by ‘long’, and then 

this length is limited to the ‘hair’ by the complement in the arr. The construction is 

important: with an adjective as the modified element, it is a normal method of 

description in Arabic and usually corresponds to compound adjectives in European 

languages. 

5.2. E âfe a perzsa nyelvben / E âfe in the Persian Language 

The Persian construction termed e âfe ‘annexation, suppletion’117, which takes 

its name from the previously elaborated Arabic construction, has similar but not wholly 

equivalent characteristics to its Arabic counterpart. In Persian, it is a grammatical term 

embracing several types of the Persian noun phrase, usually possessive or attributive 

constructions in which the constituents are connected by the enclitic vowel –e or (after 

                                                
112 Ryding-Versteegh 2007, 294. Az-Zama�šar  1420/1999, 119. 
113 Az-Zama�šar  1420/1999, 125f. 
114 Az-Zama�šar  1420/1999, 128. 
115 In the ‘adjective �i� fa’ (�i� fa ayr �aq qiyya), the qualified element is either an adjective or 

participle and may carry the definite article if it modifies a definite noun; hence its label of ‘unreal, false’, 

see Ryding-Versteegh 2007, 297. 
116 Fleisch 1991, 1008. Cf. Entry E âfe in the Lo atnâme. 
117 Âryânpur Kâšâni 1377/1998, 81. Junker-Alavi 1375/1996, 39. �adri Afšâr 1382/2003, 114. 
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vowels) –ye (kasre-ye e âfe ‘the e âfe particle’).118 The modified noun(s) or otherwise 

called head noun(s) (mo âf ‘conjunct’) in singular or plural is (are) followed or 

modified by (or governs) one or more modifiers (mo âfon eleyh ‘that to which [it] is 

conjoined’), which can be adjectives, nouns, pronouns or more complex spatial and 

temporal expressions consisting of nouns, adjectives, prepositions, etc.119

Historically, the e âfe-construction derives from Old Persian hya, a 

demonstrative and relative particle, which was reduced to  in Middle Persian (although 

its use was only partly equivalent) and developed fully by the New Persian period.120

As used in New Persian, the term is restricted by most traditional grammarians 

to phrases in which a substantive head (noun, nominal complex or compound, noun 

phase, pronoun) is modified by another substantive or noun phase (tarkib-e e âfi

‘possessive composition’, lit. ‘annexed composition’).121 It is generally distinguished 

from the superficially identical type of phrase where a substantive is modified by an 

adjective (tarkib-e va�fi ‘descriptive composition’, �efat o mow�uf ‘attribute and the 

word qualified by the attribute’, or e âfe-ye tow�ifi ‘descriptive annexation’122). 

Western Iranists, however, generally designate all such noun phrases, whatever the 

nature of the modifier, as e âfe constructions.123 In consequence, the following forms 

qualify for the designation e âfe: 1. a noun (etc.) modified by a noun or pronoun: 

qalam-e mo�allem ‘the pen of the teacher’, qalam-e man ‘my pen’; 2. a noun or 

pronoun modified by an adjective: qalam-e adid ‘(the) new pen’, man-e bi- âre ‘me, 

the hopeless’. In each case the resulting noun phrase may further be modified in turn: 

qalam-e mo�allem-e man ‘the pen of my teacher’. By examining the inner structure of 

these two main types of e âfe, it is to be observed that if a substantive is extended by 

more than one adjective (qalam-e adid-e zibâ ‘(the) nice new pen’), the new modifier 

                                                
118 The enclitic, pronounced /e/ in Standard Modern Persian is written optionally with the subscript vowel 

diacritic kasre, see Jeremiás 2003, 441. 
119 Cf. So�an Vol. I. 1381/2002, 446. 
120 In Classical Persian, and much non-Persian (e.g. in Turkish), usage of the term could also appear in the 

form e âfat or izâfet, cf. MacKenzie 1991, 1009. 
121 Perry-Sadeghi 1999. 
122 Mo�in 1341/1962, 139. 
123 Cf. Lazard 1384/2006, 55ff. 
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(�efat) refers to the head noun (mow�uf), whereas in the case when more than one 

noun is attached to the head, the new modifier refers to the aforestanding noun-member 

of the construction, which itself functions as a head (qalam-e mo�allem-e dânešgâh-e 

kešvar-e mâ ‘the pen of the teacher of our country’s university’).124 More complex 

noun-phrase structures may contain a long chain of modifiers, sometimes representing a 

reduced relative clause (mâšin-hâ-ye dar Irân towlid karde ‘cars produced in Iran’) or, 

with infinitives and participles, a nominalised verb phrase (koštan-e sag ‘killing the 

dog, the killing of the dog’, košte šodan-e sag ‘the dog’s being killed’). This multiple 

e âfe (tatâbo�-e e âfât)125 illustrates the nested phrase structure of the Persian 

annexation construction. Theoretically, noun phrases can be indefinitely extended, but 

their complexity is constrained by perception factors. As opposed to the Arabic �i� fa-

construction which is characterised by the integrity of the basic phrase, and any 

attributive adjective follows the two parts of the �i� fa, the Persian e âfe does not 

apply this peculiarity. In Persian, nouns and adjectives are modified in right-branching 

sequential phrases, e.g. qalam-e adid-e mo�allem-e dânešgâh-e qadimi-ye kešvar-e 

bozorg-e mâ ‘the new pen of the teacher of our big country’s old university’. E âfe

structures also generate prepositional phrases, the heads of which are commonly 

lexicalised as prepositions, e.g. ru-ye miz ‘on the table’, lit. ‘the surface of the table’; 

pošt-e dânešgâh ‘behind the university’, lit. ‘the back of the university’. 

Depending on the semantic relation between the head and its modifier(s), several 

subtypes of the e âfe can be listed, such as qualification by a noun indicating origin, 

material or specification.126 Although it is with some reservations, I consider it 

necessary to show the categorisation of e âfe by Lazard. He lists five broad categories 

of relation represented by the e âfe 127: 

1. Qualification by an adjective, e.g. âb-e garm ‘hot water’; 

2. Qualification by a noun, which indicates a character or a property of the thing 

mentioned, such as origin (âb-e ešme ‘well-water’), material (tâ -e zar ‘golden crown’ 

                                                
124 Persian scholars distinguish between the two types in that the adjective (�efat) relates to the head 

noun (mow�uf), whereas the mo âfon eleyh relates to other than the mo âf. 
125 Mo�in 1341/1962, 196ff. 
126 Jeremiás 2003, 441. 
127 Lazard 1384/2006, 57ff. 
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or a poetic metaphor lab-e la�l ‘ruby(-coloured) lip[s]’), appropriation (âb-e �ordan

‘drinking water’), product (âb-e zendegi ‘Water of [Eternal] Life’); 

3. Adverbial qualification or the qualifying element is a syntactic group that 

takes the form a circumstantial complement, e.g. avân-hâ-ye emruz ‘young people of 

today, ruz-e ba�d az ân ettefâq ‘the day following that event’; 

4. Appurtenance, where the determinant is a noun or an infinitive, and variously 

expressing possession (�âne-ye �asan ‘house of �asan’), qualification of origin, aim 

and partitive, locative relation (pul-e nahâr ‘money for the lunch’, mowqe�-e raftan

‘moment of departure’, âmadan-e pedar ‘coming of the father’); 

5. Specification, where the determinant is a noun, often a proper noun, e.g. ruz-e 

šanbe ‘Staurday’, šahr-e Tehrân ‘city of Tehran’. 

Traditional Persian grammarians, however, analysed the e âfe into semantic or 

rhetorical rather than formal categories.128 By Iranian standards, the most elaborated 

description of the e âfe-construction is a thick volume by the linguist and lexicographer 

Mo�ammad Mo�in.129 The book summarises all that is supposed to be said about the 

e âfe, and generally sets the tone for any further analysis on this structure. He 

incorporates the traditional Arabic approach as well130, and then intends to give a 

categorisation of e âfe-constructs in Persian. At first sight, the tome seems very alluring 

even to a Western analyst, but a close scrutiny soon dissolves the high expectations one 

many have. Firstly, it is not at all easy to clearly discern each and every category and 

secondly, the dividing line between categories is rather narrow and occasionally 

overlapping. Moreover, his “elucidations” on a certain subject tend to be no more than a 

collection of citations by previous grammarians. But if one is willing enough to turn a 

blind eye on this and at least chew over his numerous textual examples, the following 

can be detected from his work. Fundamentally he states that the primary division of 

e âfe-phrases in Persian is in terms of literal (�aqiqi) versus metaphorical ones 

(ma âzi)131, and classifies the literal categories into three main types (but with much 

uneven subcategorising)132: 

                                                
128 Perry-Sadeghi 1999. 
129 E âfe. Tehrân: Ketâb�âne-ye Ebn-e Sinâ, 1341/1962. 
130 This is also what Deh�odâ did in his Lo atnâme under the entry e âfe. 
131 Detailed descriptions of these types in rhetorical terms as �aqiqi ‘literary’ vs. ma âzi ‘metaphorical’ 

can be found in native literature, see Jeremiás 2003, 441. 
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1. Appurtenance (e âfe-ye e�te�â�i), expressing allocation and dependence, 

e.g. ketâb-e �asan ‘book of �asan’133; 

2. Specification (e âfe-ye bayâni or tabyini)134, indicating the material of which 

something is made, e.g. angoštar-e zar ‘ring of gold (= golden ring)’, or expressing an 

apposition, e.g. man-e gedâ ‘me, the beggar’, or sonship, e.g. Ma�mud-e Saboktegin

‘Ma�mud, the son of Saboktegin’; 

3. Figurative association (e âfe-ye eqterâni), typically a paraphrase of an 

adverbial, e.g. dast-e adab ‘hand of courtesy’. 

Subcategories for e âfe-ye e�te�â�i are allocating e âfe (e âfe-ye ta��i�i)135, e.g. 

dar-e �âne ‘door of the house’, and possessory e âfe (e âfe-ye melki or tamliki), e.g. 

ketâb-e �asan ‘book of �asan’136; whereas subcategories for e âfe-ye bayâni are 

explanatory e âfe (e âfe-ye tow i�i), e.g. šahr-e Tehrân ‘city of Tehran’137, and e âfe

of sonship (e âfe-ye bonovvat or ebni).138 The metaphorical e âfe-constructions 

(ma âzi) comprise those where similarity is attested between the two elements, e.g. lab-

e la�l ‘ruby(-coloured) lip[s]’ (e âfe-ye tašbihi)139, or the annexed noun (mo âf) in a 

figurative sense, e.g. pan e-ye marg ‘fist of death’ (e âfe-ye este�âri).140

Iranian lexicographers such as Âryânpur Kâšâni, Anvari and �adri Afšâr 

integrate the majority of the foregoing subcategories in their dictionaries, but do not 

usually elaborate the relation between the terms. Instead, they simply list them one after 

                                                                                                                                              
132 See the chart in Mo�in 1341/1962, 90. 
133 Mo�in 1341/1962, 102ff. 
134 Mo�in 1341/1962, 122ff. 
135 Although the Arabic words e�te�â� and ta��i� both derive from the same root �-�-�, their 

meaning is divergent: the ma�dar of Stem II. ta��i� means ‘specification, particularization; allotment, 

allocation, assignment’, see al-Mawrid 1992, 294, while the ma�dar of Stem VIII. e�te�â� means 

‘distinction; dedication; peculiarity, relevance; specialization’, see al-Mawrid 1992, 55. Thus, in Arabic 

the two words are not synonymous, albeit Persian dictionaries always quote them as synonyms, cf. 

Âryânpur Kâšâni 1377/1998, 45. and 283.; �adri Afšâr 1382/2003, 352. In Arabic, a synonym of 

e�te�â� would be the ma�dar of Stem V. ta�a��u�. 
136 Mo�in 1341/1962, 116ff. 
137 Mo�in 1341/1962, 128ff. 
138 Mo�in 1341/1962, 132ff. 
139 Mo�in 1341/1962, 140. 
140 Mo�in 1341/1962, 146. 
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the other. Anvari’s dictionary, the Farhang-e Bozorg-e So�an, enumerates the 

following categories of e âfe, adding that the use of all of them is literary (adabi):141

1. E âfe-ye e�te�â�i or ta��i�i: a type of e âfe, in which the allocation of 

the mo âf to the mo âfon eleyh is expressed, e.g. dar-e bâ  ‘door of the garden’, zang-e 

kelâs ‘bell of the class’.142

2. E âfe-ye este�âri: a type of e âfe, in which the mo âf is not used in its real 

meaning, e.g. dast-e ruzgâr ‘hand of fortune’, guš-e hoš ‘ear of intellect’. 

3. E âfe-ye eqterâni: a type of e âfe, in which there is accompaniment, 

relationship and conjunction between the mo âf and the mo âfon eleyh, e.g. dast-e adab

‘hand of politeness’ in the sentence Hedye râ bâ dast-e adab gereft ‘He took the present 

courteously’. 

4. E âfe-ye bonovvat or pesar-pedari (pesar-mâdari) or farzandi: a type of e âfe, 

in which the name of the child is attached to the name of the father or mother, e.g. 

Rostam-e Zâl ‘Rostam, the son of Zâl’, �Isâ-ye Maryam ‘Jesus, the son of Mary’. 

5. E âfe-ye bayâni: a type of e âfe, in which the mo âfon eleyh expesses the type 

and kind of the mo âf, e.g. �arf-e bolur ‘dish [made of] crystal’, kâse-ye mes ‘bowl 

[made of] copper’.143

6. E âfe-ye tashbihi: a type of e âfe, in which there is relation of similarity 

between the mo âf an the mo âfon eleyh, e.g. qad-e sarv ‘cypress stature’, kamân-e 

abru ‘curved eyebrows’, kamand-e gisu ‘lasso of ringlet’, lab-e la�l ‘ruby(-coloured) 

lip[s]’. 

7. E âfe-ye tow i�i: a type of e âfe, in which the mo âfon eleyh gives 

explanation about the mo âf, i.e. expresses its type and name, e.g. ruz-e šanbe

‘Saturday’, ketâb-e Bustân ‘book of the Bustân’.144

8. E âfe-ye melki: a type of e âfe, in which the mo âfon eleyh is the possessor of 

the mo âf, e.g. pirâhan-e Sa�id ‘shirt of Sa�id’, �âne-ye man ‘my house’, or the 

mo âf is the possessor of the mo âfon eleyh, e.g. �â�eb-e bâ  ‘owner of the garden’, 

mâlek-e �âne ‘owner of the house’.145

                                                
141 Anvari Vol. I. 1381/2002, 446f. 
142 Cf. �adri Afšâr 1382/2003, 114. Âryânpur Kâšâni 1377/1998, 81. ‘declarative or expressive addition’ 
143 Cf. �adri Afšâr 1382/2003, 114. 
144 Cf. �adri Afšâr 1382/2003, 114. 
145 Cf. Âryânpur Kâšâni 1377/1998, 81. ‘the possessive case’. The dictionary of �adri Afšâr attaches 

another term to this subcategory, e âfe-ye ta�alloqi, see �adri Afšâr 1382/2003, 114. 
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More perplexity creeps up on the analyst as he looks into the most 

comprehensive one-language Persian dictionary, the Lo atnâme, and tries to compare 

Deh�odâ’s classification of the e âfe with the previous ones. Although he persistently 

refers to Mo�ammad Mo�in, his subcategorising is different, e.g. he considers 

possessory e âfe (e âfe-ye melki or tamliki) as the fourth type of the literal possessive 

constructions, whereas he inserts e âfe-ye �arfi (adverbial, e.g. namâz-e šab ‘night 

prayer’) and e âfe-ye sababi (causative, e.g. ti -e enteqâm ‘sword of revenge’) in the 

group of e âfe-ye e�te�â�i (expressing appurtenance). Even with this, we are nowhere 

closer to gaining a complete picture of the various subtypes of the construct state. It is 

absolutely apparent from the foregoing ponderations that as some questions with regard 

to the Persian e âfe are still open, there is a lot of place for further research. Several 

details remain unsolved, especially the syntactic-semantic relations between the 

constituents of the multiple e âfe-structures, which are characteristic of the formal 

written style. 

5.3. Arab birtokos szerkezetek a perzsában / Arabic �I� fa-Constructions 
in Persian 

Arabic possessive constructions have found their way into Pre-Classical Persian 

from the early era of its formative years. They were borrowed by Persian as set phrases 

that usually kept their original meaning. As regards vocalisation, these expressions 

retain the assimilation of the Arabic ‘sun letters’ with the /l/ of the definite article, and 

take the form of the Arabic nominative case (raf�) that remains unaffected in any 

syntactic structure within a sentence. This is in all probability due to the fact that New 

Persian has lost case inflection.146 It is only in a few exceptions that the qualified 

element is in the Arabic genitive case, e.g. ze l-qa�de ‘eleventh Islamic lunar 

month’.147 Possessive constructions that were and are to be found in Persian did not 

                                                
146 �âdeqi 1353/1974, 130f. It has to be noted though that the pronunciation el– is attested in various 

Iranian dialects and also in Contemporary Modern Persian in the case of proper names, e.g. Na�r ed-Din. 

The only major difference in the vocalisation is that in Persian the modifying element loses the Arabic 

genitive case ending, e.g. Ar. d ru l-�isl mi > dâr ol-eslâm ‘Islamic regions’. 
147 Even stranger is the most modern way of writing this word (supplemented with the name of the twelfth 

Islamic lunar month), where the Arabic definite article is omitted, the two words are joined, although the 
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come from the realm of everyday utilities, but rather from the realm of sophisticated 

expressions that were themselves set phrases in Arabic. Many of them have stood the 

test of time and are still in use in Modern Persian, although mostly in literary style, e.g. 

sari� ol-enteqâl ‘of quick apprehension’, beyt ol-mâl ‘treasury’. Some expressions 

were already coined in the Modern Persian period, e.g. dâr ol-fonun ‘polytechnic 

university’, fârsi ol-a�l ‘of Persian origin’ (calque of a Persianised Arabic and Arabic 

lemma), which shows that Arabic did play its part in formulating new vocabulary in 

later times too. Even Persian words were at times involved in forming new vocabulary, 

e.g. dastur ol-�amal ‘guide directions’, abo l- ap ‘a certain melody in the Mâhur’.148

�âdeqi, in his article Dar bâre-ye tarkibât-e “al”-dâr-e �arabi dar fârsi, argues for the 

fact that these constructs in Persian have lost their original determinative function 

(ta�rif), and the process of building similar phrases merely serve as generating 

‘compound words’ (naqš-e tarkib-sâzi).149 An argumentation for this would be that 

while Persian dictionaries incorporate these expressions as lexical units, their 

constituents are generally discussed independently in Arabic dictionaries. 

In spite of the modern productivity of the Arabic status constructus, Classical 

Persian was more intensely subject to incorporating Arabic genitive constructs, a fact 

that is particularly conspicuous in Sa�di’s oeuvre. Sa�di incorporated numerous 

genitive constructs into his works, many of which were current in his time, but a good 

number of which seem to have been his own coinages or expressions that he borrowed 

from a certain Arabic context and were later not used by other writers. Upon reading his 

writings, I was curious about how he, morphologically and semantically, fitted the 

Arabic genitive constructions into the Persian sentences, and how he united the Arabic 

constructs with Persian e âfe-structures. It is a peculiarity of his style that he, on many 

occasions, adds an element in front of or behind the Arabic �i� fa by linking it with a 

Persian kasre-ye e âfe, thereby reducing the Arabic �i� fa-structure to either a single 

modifying element or a single modified element, e.g. �emârat-e dâr ol-baqâ ‘the 

                                                                                                                                              
Arabic genitive case is retained, zi-qa�de and zi-�a e, see Âryânpur Kâšâni 1377/1998, 552. �adri 

Afšâr 1382/2003, 648.
148 In the Arabic-speaking regions of Iran, especially �uzestân, locally used mixed possessive 

constructions are also current, e.g. ar� iz-zim n ‘wheel of time’, see Gazsi 2006-2007, 48. 
149 �âdeqi 1353/1974, 132. Thus, for the ol– element, he introduced the terms ‘half-productive or half-

active infix’ (miyânvand-e nime-bârvar or nime-fa��âl). 
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building of the eternal world’, dâr oš-šefâ-ye towbe ‘the hospital of repentance’.150

However, this is hardly surprising as Persian dictionaries (e.g. the Lo atnâme) treat 

Arabic possessive expressions as mere ‘compounds’, i.e. according to what part of 

speech they represent in a sentence they can be ‘compound nouns (esm-e morakkab)’, 

‘compound adjectives (�efat-e morakkab)’ or ‘compound adverbs (qeyd-e morakkab)’. 

To try to comprehend how this works with Sa�di, I have set out to collect the Arabic 

construct states from his works and started to analyse them morphologically. The 

following section contains the examples I deemed relevant for this analysis. Apart from 

the subsequent list of expressions there are more to be found in his writings, but I 

mainly concentrated on those structures that are likely to have been, at least according 

to Persian dictionaries, his coinages or applied exclusively by him. However, a few 

well-known phrases are also included in order to examine their syntactic context. 

Altogether I discuss 73 expressions, 52 of which belong to the category of semantic 

genitive structures, and 21 belong to the verbal genitive structures. The distribution of 

these expressions in the individual works can be summed up as follows (some of them 

appear more than once): 21 (12+9) are in the Golestân, 20 (14+6) in the Bustân, 14 

(14+0) in the azaliyyât, 30 (21+9) in other poems and 3 (3+0) in other prose works. 

From the numbers, conclusions to be drawn are: 

1. The Golestân and the Bustân have the same amount of Arabic genitive 

constructs, but the Golestân only shows this high number because in the descriptive 

pieces of the text it incorporates 6 verbal genitive structures. The ones in the Bustân are 

mainly in the eulogistic sections of the Prophet. 

2. The poems of Sa�di incorporate the highest number of Arabic genitive 

constructs, especially those outside of the azaliyyât. It is true though, that these poems 

are generally panegyrical poems to patrons or the Caliph, so the ornateness of the topic 

also plays a role in the choice of expressions. 

                                                
150 This phenomenon is discussed in Mo�in 1341/1962, 186f. 
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6. Összefoglalás és konklúzió / Summary and Conclusions 

In this dissertation I proposed to present in a succinct manner to what extent and 

how Arabic language elements were incorporated into the works of the celebrated 13th 

century Persian writer, Sa�di Širâzi. I by no means set myself the task of discussing all 

the language elements I had gathered from his writings as that would have exceeded the 

scope of any doctoral dissertation. Instead, I concentrated on some linguistic issues that 

tended to be the subject of debate among Iranian and Western grammarians alike. These 

linguistic issues centred on phrasal compounds, more precisely on the so-called verbal 

phrases (or by the native linguists “compound verbs”) and the Arabic genitive 

construction. As I put forward in the introductory chapter, the analyst can only get a 

more detailed picture of the Classical Persian language in general and its Arabic 

elements in particular if he sheds light on the linguistic facets in the oeuvre of one 

literary man in one specific era. Sa�di seemed to have been just the perfect person to 

begin this “journey” with. Having lived in the golden age of Persian belles-lettres and 

having steeled himself with traditional Islamic education, Sa�di never failed to give the 

subsequent critics and analysts sufficient linguistic data to ponder about. Starting out 

from his language, even such issues in Persian can be reflected from a new point of 

view that have throughout time been perpetuated in grammatical descriptions. 

 As one flips through his fantastic writings, it becomes more and more obvious 

that it is extraordinarily controversial to try to mark clear borders between various 

phases in the evolution of New Persian, as forms that are considered to be archaic and 

obsolete tend to coexist with newly coined forms in much later times than one would 

expect. Or vice versa, forms that are commonly deemed “new developments” in the 

history of New Persian can in fact already be found in texts of the formative years of 

New Persian. One should therefore ascertain with a clear conscience that no real 

evolutionary phases can be distinguished in the progress of the New Persian language 

and that every stage of it is simultaneously present at all other ages. This plainly points 

to the fact that exclusively diachronic or synchronic analyses of New Persian are 

unfeasible to carry out. But what can be done is to explore how each and every writer 

conjured with his mother tongue. 
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 No one has ever doubted that verbal phrases that include a nominal and a verbal 

element are abundant in New Persian. But what gradually crystallised for me from 

Sa�di’s lines is that he used syntactic structures much more frequently than verbal 

phrases as set expressions. However, there is a certain degree of transition between the 

two categories and on occasions it is nowhere easy to decide which of the two we are 

confronted with. A helping hand is to scrutinise whether or not the phrase governs a 

preposition or whether it is broken up by any morphological element. But even then, no 

decision can easily be made. A further problem emerges from the investigation of these 

phrases: How is it possible that an adjective as a nominal element of a verbal phrase 

(�âzem šodan ‘to intend to go’) can be complemented by a noun through a Persian 

e âfe-construction? Or has the need arisen to rethink the inveterate assumption that the 

modified element of a Persian e âfe can only be a noun? I humbly aim at posing these 

questions now and under no circumstances do I wish to take a stand on this matter. That 

should be the outcome of more future research involving more linguistic data from more 

belletrists. 

 Is the Golestân, from among Sa�di’s works, the most “Arabicised” one, as it is 

widely believed? Definitely not! As I was gathering the data from his oeuvre, I realised 

that the Bustân and especially his lyric poems ( azaliyyât) are as much permeated with 

Arabic phrasal compounds as the ‘Rose Garden’, although the distribution of verbal 

phrases and Arabic genitive constructions in the individual works is different. Out of the 

28 verbal expressions the occurrences are: 11 in the Golestân, 4 in the Bustân, 39 in the 

azaliyyât and other poems, and 1 in another prose work. Therefore, in the case of 

verbal expressions, the Golestân and the azaliyyât along with other types of poems 

incorporate the highest number of occurrences. In addition, if we subtract the number of 

the expressions with the element tark from the total number of verbal expressions 

applied in the azaliyyât (39-19=20), we still see that the number is higher than the 

occurrence of verbal expressions in the Golestân. As regards the 73 Arabic genitive 

constructs I have discussed, 21 appeared in the Golestân, 20 in the Bustân, 14 in the 

azaliyyât, 30 in other poems and 3 in the remaining prose works. Here, the 

conclusions to be drawn are that the Golestân and the Bustân have the same amount of 

Arabic genitive constructs, but the Golestân only shows this high number because in the 

descriptive pieces of the text it incorporates 6 verbal genitive structures (�i� fa 

taqd riyya). The poems are the ones that incorporate the highest number of Arabic 
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genitive constructs, especially those outside of the azaliyyât. It is true though, that 

these poems are generally panegyrical poems to patrons or the Caliph, so the ornateness 

of the topic also plays a role in the choice of the expressions. 

During my analysis of Sa�di’s language I took notice of what I called Sa�di’s 

“innovative style”. By this term I meant that in his Persian diction, Sa�di freely used 

Arabic words in a different meaning than their original meaning, while at the same time, 

he seemed to have coined words from Arabic roots that either only theoretically existed 

in Arabic but were not in circulation there, or appeared to have been new coinages that 

never came into general use in Persian later on. Accordingly, such idiosyncratic 

expressions are no more mere Arabic elements but rather “Sa�di-elements” in the 

Persian texts. Many pertinent examples are to be found among the Arabic genitive 

constructions he integrated into his writings. The morphosyntactic structure of the 

Arabic status constructus is well known and transparent, but interestingly, they are 

applied in Persian as nothing more than mere compound words which can be 

supplemented with other modified or modifying elements by means of the Persian e âfe. 

 Sa�di’s diction, however, was affected by Arabic on more complex and 

grammatically less tangible syntactic levels of the texts, not to mention the recurrent 

Arabic wordplays that follow the regulations of the rhymed prose (sa �) and the 

parallel sentence parts or entire sentences. Moreover, adaptations from the Qur’an and 

the �ad � as well as Arabic proverbs and verses probably invented by Sa�di himself 

are dotted around the corpus. The investigation of these deeper linguistic layers together 

with the analysis of the Arabic insertions would be a fruitful ground for further studies, 

as linguistic cogitations on Sa�di’s language are far from complete. During my work 

with the texts, it has become more and more evident to me that the generations 

following Sa�di’s life faced many problems when trying to decipher the corpus in a 

linguistic sense. From the number of variant readings of certain words, expressions and 

their contradictory explanations, it visibly emerges that later copyists of the manuscripts 

were sometimes unable to find out what these phrases meant and therefore readily 

amended their spelling according to the linguistic taste of their own era. Through this 

“normalisation” of the orthography they at times obtained hypercorrect forms, or they 

substituted Arabic lexemes no longer known to them for more current (or even 

fictitious) Arabic and Persian words, or they replaced the already over-elaborate 
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expressions with even more ornate ones. This perception certifies my assumption that 

the gradual and mutual estrangement of the Arabic and Persian culture after the 13th 

century made less and less demand in the Persian-speaking peoples for preserving the 

need for mastering the Arabic language after the century-old cultural dominance of 

Arabic. Sa�di, his contemporaries and their literary successors in the subsequent one or 

two centuries ran into absolutely no difficulties in understanding even the most polished 

Arabic style; they mastered both Arabic and Persian on a native level. Furthermore, they 

were well-versed in the Arabic cultural and religious sciences as well, whereupon many 

of them composed in both tongues. From their works appears the vast knowledge that 

the Arabs and Iranians accumulated and recorded during their cultural interrelation in 

the course of the centuries. 

 In later centuries, as well as in our modern times, native speakers of Persian 

have invested no great deal of effort in gaining wide experience of understanding 

Arabic rhetorical flourishes, and they can only grasp these elements by the sweat of 

their brow. A good command of Arabic has always been a must to read Classical 

Persian literature fluently; otherwise one could not get along with the words, phrases, 

loan translations and linguistic formulae in the Persian texts. But even those who are 

well-versed in Arabic stop short sometimes as they continually come across expressions 

whose understanding gives them plenty to think about. Arabic elements incorporated 

into Persian acquire a special taste, and they would frequently not be adequate in their 

original Arabic environment any more. In my personal view, even though Sa�di’s style 

and language is an exceedingly beautiful and polished means of expression, it is on no 

account apposite to learning “real and true” Classical Persian by the aid of it, as the 

Golestân was and still is regarded appropriate for this purpose. Although Arabic has a 

strictly regulated grammatical structure, Sa�di seems to have managed not only to fully 

incorporate its elements into his Persian diction, but also to use his innovative Arabic 

style in setting up an ornamented prose adored by anyone who reads it up to this day. 

And despite the occasional interpretational anomalies, in the eyes of Iranians, Sa�di’s 

language unerringly fulfils the requirements for what is expected from precious literary 

works: a high quality and quantity of Arabisms that sometimes reach the border of 

unintelligibility. This is why Sa�di’s literary output turns for everyone who reads 

Persian into the immortal and much revered product of the adabiyyât-e širin-e fârsi

(‘the sweet Persian literature’). 
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